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Every-Other-Day
its plying between Rockland and
•rtli Haven at the time our friends
-Keeper and Mrs. Charles l.
light were stationed at North HaWe were well acquainted with
pt. Nahum Brewer who at one
tie was Captain of the “City Of
,ngor” when she ran between Bosand Bath. Captain Na lives tn

tidy little heme at West Southrt, lonely since his wife Blancho
?d a year ago.
he soldiers stationed on the
tint have built a heme and when
'u don’t stop to think why they
e there, it is a friendly feeling to
out any time of the day ar.d
one of them watching the sea,
seems less lonely here.
In cur last mail we received a fine
ler from Capt. William E. Brocks
10. 25 years ago, was Keeper here.
is spending this Winter in st.
‘tersburg and taking sails in glass
ittemed beats, looking at life unr the water. Glad he is able to
joy himself where it is warm. He
st passed a very happy birthday.
was 7£>—a good age.
• • • •
PORTLAND HEAD
Capt. Ira W. Tupper of Vinalhatn was guest of the Hilt family
iday and Saturday last week.
Tlie Sterlings called Sunday at
ie home cf their son Robert Sterig Jr. in South Portland.

Little Miss Ann Walker Sterling
guest Thursday of her grandirents the Sterlings at the Light.
So quiet at this place one could
;ar a pin drop—-no sea, no wind
id nc storm.
W. C. Dow cf Portland called on
ie crowd Tuesday.

Misses Elizabeth and Marion
terling of Torrington Point, Peaks
iland were overnight guests Thurs»y of their aunt Mrs. R T. Stertg and Mrs. Rcbert Sterling Jr.
as supper guest.
Strange how little mistakes will
ippen. We wish to make a corction in last week's news item,
here is no Mrs. W. R. Hilt. The
rs. Hilt referred to is Willard's
other.
F O. Hilt consulted his doctor
lursday and is much impro’ed.
le has to keep quiet for a while.

Whatever the appointed role of
iumania in the coining Europe it
rill require leadership of the highst spiritual and moral calibre,
’rom this standpoint already been
reighed and found wanting.
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THE ROKES WILL CASE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Cause Celebre In Superior Court—Kirk Pays
Fine In West Rockport Motor Tragedy
(By Pearl Borgerson)

Tlie case of the Knox County ’ executed in the bank and he was
General Hospital Appellant from I present at that time. Asked if he
decree cf Harry E. Wilbur, Judge of was consulted before Miss Rokes
Probate, went cn trial yesterday signed the second codicil, Mr. El
ir rning befcre a drawn jury with liot stated that he was not. Ques
Clifford Felton of Camden as fore tioned by Attorney Burrows, Mr.
man.
Elliot stated that MLss Rckes
Alfred M Strout represented the called at the bank and went to her
Thomaston National Bank:. Otis safe deposit box two or three times
and Harmcn and Ernest L. Good- a week; that he has known Miss
.■jiecd cf Augusta appeared for the Rokes since 1918: and that he
Hospital, and Jerome C. Burrows thought she was “quite secretive.”
and Francis W, Sullivan of Port
Flora Collins, cne of the witnesses
land appeared for Harold Ernest to the original will, stated that
Key wood.
she was asked to be a witness to
Before the evidence was intro the will, and that there was nothing
duced each jurcr was given a sheet unusual about the making and sign
containing questions of fact to be ing of the will.
determined by the jury, as follows:
Mrs. Fannie D. Gould, identified
“Is the instrument offered for the signatures of her husband, the
probate, referred to as the second late E. K. Gculd and her son,
c dicil, the same instrument which Charles D. Gould, the other two wit
Lucy Rokes signed before W. P. nesses to the original will. She
Strong, Myrtle L. Strong and No- stated that Charles D. Gould is now
rena Strong.”
in the south of England.
Were the two sheets of paper Joel Murray Miller, Jr., of Thcm
which the witnesses saw at their aston, a registered pharmacist, was
house on May 7, 1941. cne cf which acquainted with Miss Rokes for
was signed by Lucy A. Rokes and about 20 years. She traded at the
the ether signed by the three wit drug store; she always knew what
nesses, fastened together?”
she wanted and paid for everything
“Did the three witnesses to the He had not noticed much change in
alleged second codicil identify it her condition until the very last of
was the same instrument which they her coming into the store to have a
signed on May 7, 1941?
prescription filled and she was look
“Did the three witnesses to the al ing around as if for a hex she had
leged seoend codicil identify it as dropped. She was under a doctor’s
the same instrument which Lucy A. care and that she bought quite a lot
Rokes signed cn May 7, 1941?
of medicine in the store. On cross
“Was the second codicil to the examination, he stated that Miss
will cf Lucy A. Rokes executed as Rokes did not buy opiates of any
the result of undue influence?”
kind. Mr. Miller was a witness to
• • • •
the first codicil, which bore the
Charles L. Veazie, Register of date of Nev. 15, 1939.
Probate identified the will, and the
Earl Woodcock, a grocer of Thom
two codicils, which were presented aston, a witness to the first codicil,
for probate.
had known Miss Riekes about 20
Frank K. Elliot of Thomaston, years. He had not noticed any
vice president of the Thomaston Na change in her condition up to May
tional Bank, testified that Miss 7, 1941; she was a woman of strong
Rckes went to the bank and asked mind.
him if the bank was willing to act Walter B. Studley, proprietor cf a
as her executor to the first codicil. hardware store in Thomastcn, third
Mr. Elliot testified that Miss Rokes witness to the first codicil stated
died Sept. 28, 1941, and that she that hc had known Miss Rokes for
was approximately 73 or 74 years of a period cf 15 or 18 years; that she
age; that she had as surviving rela- had a strong mind and that he did
tivea.a first cousin in Castine. After not notice any change in her condi
Miss Rokes’ death he took the keys tion up to June, 1941.
to her safe deposit box and together
Wilbur P. Strong, a salesman, of
with Mr. Dana and Jcel Miller re Thcmaston had knewn Miss Rokes
moved an envelope from the safe 50 years or more; that she was a
deposit box containing her last will woman with a strong mind and that
and testament. He said he had she preferred to live alone after
searched among her papers and her sister died. Mr. Strong was the
found no other instrument which first witness to the second ocdicil
purported to be her will.
which was signed at his home on
On cross examination Mr. Elliot May 7, 1941, in the presence of Mr
stated that the first ocdicil was Strong, his wife. Myrtle L. Strong
I and his sister, Norena L. Strong.
Mr. Strong demonstrated to the
i court the manner in which the "le
gal papers,” as Miss Rokes called
them, were folded when they were
signed. The page on which Miss
11.00 P. M. Sharp
Rokes signed was folded so only her
Doors Open 10.30 P. M.
signature showed and there was
All Seats 50 Ce nts
only a bit of writing showing cn the
page where the witnesses signed.
Mr. Strong was unable to posi
tively identify the codicil which he
was shown in court as the same pa
pers which he witnessed for Miss
Rokes, but he stated he believed
them to be the same. Mr. Strong
stated that Miss Rckes had once
told him "her business was nobody
OUISIAMd
rise’s business."
i Miss Norena Strong stated that
P
TECMNICOlOR f
>
she was a witness to this “legal pa
V
paramount Picture
per” and that she was never asked
to witness a paper at any other
time. Questioned by Mr. Burrows,
Miss Strong stated that Miss Rokes
was a person with a strong mind;
that on the occasion of signing the
“Legal paper" she came to the
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Gloomy but determined, the Dutch drew their lines for a
last-ditch stand in Java yesterday, as the Japanese fought a

$100,000,000 petroleum fire in Palembang, Southern Sumatra,
rich East Indian oil center which fell to them from Dutch
hands.
appeared to have more than one
paper in her hand but that she did
not pay any particular attention at
that time. She did not know Har(Continued on Page Six)
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Council Boy Scouts of America
officially opened Sunday night at
the High School when representa
tives of the three service clubs
2nd an independent group met at
a luncheon at 6 o'clock to make
final plans and be assigned their
list of persous to contact.
The meeting was opened by Allan
F. McAlary who explained that a
total of $800 was needed to meet
the expenses of the local scout
troops for the next year and to
pay obligations that have been
incurred in the past six months.
In previous years, the scouts have
been affiiated with the Community
Chest, or some other organization,
but this year in the absence of
the Community Chest must make
their own drive to carry on this

Redman, in a prepared statement,
said he would run "in order to contnue actively my many years’ sup
port of President Roosevelt in his
endeavor to arouse Congress to the
necessity of preparedness for such a
situation as now confronts us, as
well as my loyalty to his domestic
policies.”
As a Senator he pledged himself important work.
to:
William Furtwengler of Augusta
“Give full aid to the President ia Scout Executive of the Abnaki
the united effort of our people to win District, who covered the same
this war.
subject went on to explain that
“Work unceasingly to place ln the all funds raised in Roekland
hands of our boys necessary equip would be used for scouting in
ment to defend themselves and the Rockland even though it would be
principles for which they fight; and administered by the district offices.
after victory restore them to their
The teams started their cam
deserving positions among their felpaign to raise funds yesterday
lowmen.
morning and are from the Lions,
“Exert my energy to provide every
Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs as well
available defense for our own citi
as an independent team, being
zens, exposed as no other State to
captained by Bradford Burgess,
the dangers of attack, with Maine’s
Theodore Bird, Donald Cummings
2000 miles of seacoast nearest Hitler.
and Allan Murray respectively.
“In the accomplishment of this,
Mr. Furtwengler stated that none
I shall seke the support of the
of the workers need apologize for
citizens of Maine regardless of party
and place these purposes ahead of the Scouts when soliciting • funds
to further their work as scouting
all political issues,” Redman said.
Redman was defeated by Gov. is doing a big job in the national
Sumner Sewall ln the last guberna defense program and is deserving
torial election. He also unsuccess of the funds which it needs to
fully sought election as U. S. Sena carry on. At present the scouts in
the States are affliliated with the
tor in 1924 and in 1926.
defense
groups as messengers.
A few days ’ago Redman urged
former Gov. Louis J. Brann of Lew Officials of the Boy Scouts in
iston to seek the Democratic nomi Maine are to meet next Monday
nation for U. S. Representative from with Civilian Defense officials and
the First District. Redman said he form a plan which will allow the
could promise him full party sup scouts in Maine to take their ac
port, although Brann’s residence is tive part in the work.
Several hundred persons In the
not yet in the First District. Brann
city
have already been contacted
has not announced his plans.
by mail and informed that a
Composer—Padl White of Roches member of one of the teams would
call during this week for their
ter, N. Y„ formerly of Bangor Is
contribution which will be an In
not only a brilliant violinist and
vestment in boyhood to build man
conductor, but he is also receiving hood in the future.

Rockland High Junior Class
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FEB. 18-19

WANTED

SGARAGE
N.ME.

A Democratic candidate who
would like to run on the June pri
mary ticket as a candidate to op
pose U. S. Senator Wallace H. White,
Jr., appeared in the field Sunday
in the person of Pulton J. Redman
of Portland, a former newspaper
publisher.
Senator White recently announced
he would seek re-election for a third

Singapore's fall put defenders of the Philippines on the
alert against a shift of Japanese air and other forces from,
Malaya to the Manilla bay fighting front.
The British announces that their troops have withdrawn
from the Thaton-Duyinzeik area to the line of the Bilin
river, about 30 miles nearer Rangoon.
A lone enemy submarine slipped boldly into the waters
off the Venezuelan coast Sunday night, torpedoed and pre
sumably sank three tankers, damaged another and ineffec
tively shelled the mammoth Standard Oil plant on that island.

WHAT A LIFE

Boy Scout Drive

Being Made Independently
This Week Because No
Again In the Political Foot
“Chest” Aid
Race, This Time For
A drive for funds by the Abnaki
U. S. Senator

MORNING'S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Strong home alone and went away
alone. She could not positively
identify the codicil as being the
identical paper that was signed
Miss Strong stated that Miss Rokes

Vinalhaven, Feb. 16.
A Letter to the Voters of Knox
County:
For a great many years it has
been the custom for one of the
County Commissioners of Knox
County to come from either Vinal
haven or North Haven. This cus
tom has been broken through the
death of Poy W. Brown of North
Haven so that now all three Com
missioners are from Towns sur
rounding Rcckland and the Island
Towns are without this direct rep
resentation.
We believe the previous Commis
sioners elected from these Islands
have been a real benefit to the
County. We also believe that any
candidate who has been chosen and
supported by our Island citizens will
follow along the same lines. We.
therefore, believe we are justified
in selecting and trying to elect a
candidate for County Commissioner.
Our choice for this candidate is
Alton Everett Libby of Vinalhaven.
Mr. Libby is 45 years cld, married
and has two children. He is a native
of Vinalhaven and has lived here
the greater part of his life. Al
though his main occupation is in
surance, he is also Town Clerk,
Chairman of the Republican Town
Committee, and an active member
in the Masonic Lodge and Eastern
Star, Liens Club, American Legion,
etc. Mr. Libby is an ex-service man,
being in the Yankee Division and
in one of the first contingents to
go to Prance for active service.
In bringing this matter to your
attention, we wish not only to stress
our desire for representation on the
County Commission, but to leave
with you the fact that it is our be
lief Mr. Libby is well fitted for this
office, and his ability and aggres
siveness are such that the County
would do well to have his as Com
missioner.
Libby for Commissioner Cluo
R. L. Brown
L. W. Sanborn
A. A. Peterson
Committee

Redman Will Run

Ycrk Times)

The successful dash of the Schamhorst, Gneisenau and
Prince Eugen through the English Channel to the safety of
home ports is in effect a German victory. Holed up at Brest,
the two pocket battleships and the new cruiser were useless.
Reunited with the German Navy, they constitute a formid
able flotilla. The Tirpitz, sister ship of the Bismarck, is already
’ in commission and Germany has other capital ships. If Hitler
should now take over any considerable part of the.French fleet
the whole balance of sea power would be changed substantially.
The action was audacious. Not since the days of the
Spanish Armada has an enemy fleet attempted such a passage
through British waters. It is constructive to compare this
five-hour engagement off Dover with the disaster in which the
Prince of Wales and the Repulse were lost. In the Gulf of
Siam the Japanese were expecting the British ships to do what
they tried to do and were ready to meet them when Admiral
Phillips vntured out with no air support. In the Channel the
British apparently had no suspicion that the German flotalla
might try to escape, certainly not by the most dangerous route.
But the Oermans had the advantage of a complete umbrella
of air support sent out in relays from the French coast. The
British attack had to be improvised, possibly because many of
Britain's capital ships may have been sent to the Far East.
None of the implications of this battle can be comforting
to the British people or to us. At the very least we must
expect fresh raiding operators by the German Navy and a
new and fiercer phase in the Battle of the Atlantic.

a

ROCKLAND, ME.

CONSERVE EVERY

Island Candidate

Sends Harland Gray To the Alton Everett Libbv of Vinal
Hospital—Strout of Millhaven Brought Forward
For Commissioner
bridge Held

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
A truck operated by Kenneth
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Presg Strout of Millbridge and a car
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. driven by Harland Gray of Rock
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
land were in a collision at the junc
tion of Route 17 and Old County
road Saturday. Gray received in
[EDITORIAL]
juries which necessitated hospital!
zation. He was later found to have
BANNING FIREWORKS
suffered a* slight brain concussion
and
is a patient at Knox Hospital.
Several States have already voted to ban fireworks for
According
to investigating offi
the duration. If we must save rubber we must save powder.
cers,
Strout
may
have failed to heed
If we want to win the war we must economize not only on
the
stop
sign
before
entering Route
the materials used, but cost of the same.
17 and struck the Gray car broad
side. Officer Harold Mitchell of the
WILLKIE AND CHINA
State Police and Patrolman Roland
The selection of Wendell L. Willkie as honorary chairman
Sukeforth investigated?
of the United China Relief gives ample proof that the project
In Municipal Court yesterday
is going to be successfully handled. Like Russia, this land
morning, Strout, who had been un
of the Orient has taken on new and added importance in the
der $200 bonds on charge of reckless
great struggle now waging in the Far East. During the past
driving appeared, and the case was
few years the re has been something of a tendency to regard
continued until Feb. 24 at which
the Chinese as a great mob of coolies, fighting a losing battle
time it is expected that Oray can
against the brown men from the land of Nippon. What ap
also appear.
peared for a long time to be a headlong victory for the Japs
has settled down into a fight where the Chinese have de
veloped a most surprising co-ordination, and are coming man
fully to the assistance of the hard pressed British. In
accepting his new position, Willkie charged the United States
Local Rationing Board Serves
with having neglected China “quite unwisely’’ in the past—
Notice Upon Motor Car
a fact which was probably due in part to a misunderstanding
Dealers
of her actual calibre and real purpose. With Mr. Willkie at
the helm, and with our country now pouring its resources into
The local Rationing Board gives
the Orient, there should be a prompt and effective betterment
notice that all dealers in passen
of conditions.
ger automobiles and trucks are re
quired to file an inventory with
WHAT CHURCHILL DIDN’T EXPLAIN
the Board on or before Peb. 19.
Those who must file include indi
Winston Churchill’s broadcast Sunday afternoon was an
viduals, partnerships, corporations,
effective and dgnified appeal for the British people to stand
associations, and other business
firm in the face of adversity, and for a better recognition of
entities engaged in the business
the improvement which conditions have shown since the
of selling or distributing or manu
Kingdom was standing alone with its back to the wall. The
facturing or financing passenger
speech was a fine collection of phrases justified, no doubt by
cars, trucks, truck trailers, and
conditions favorable and unfavorable, but the man upon
semi-trailers must file with respect
whom England pins its faith and its hope, made the gravest
to all 1942 model passenger cars,
mistake of his life when he did not offer some explanation as
trucks, truck trailers, and semi
to why those German battleships were able to slip out of Brest,
trailers irrespective of the number
4 and sail calmly up the Straits of Dover with the tip end of
of
miles it has been driven; and
their thumbs affixed to their nasal organs. If the harbor of
with
respect to all passenger cars
Brest was bombarded as frequently and as effectively as the
and
trucks
which have been driven
RAJ', is supposed to have done, how come these ships were
less than 1,000 miles.
able to escape at all. And if England was unable to protect a
If you are a dealer and have
narrow strip of water like the Straits of Dover what is to pre
not
received O.P.A. Form R 204
vent Hitlers fleet from going when and where it may desire.
you
can obtain this form at the
Over the radio yesterday we heard a possible explanation of
office
of the local Board, P. O.
how the German ships were able to escape—that their decks
Building,
Rockland. Office hours
were covered with wire netting to offset the bombs. Such
from
8
a.
m.
to 12 noon and from
being the case the United Nations should invest in some wire,
1 p. m. o 5 p. m., Saturday hours
immediately.
8 a. m. to 12 noon.
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A Broadside Crash

LEAVE ORDERS AT
CONSERVE COOLING

THREE CENTS A COPY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

MIDNIGHT SHOW
SATURDAY NIGHT

CONSERVE
BRAKES
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FRIDAY, FEB. 20

outstanding recognition as a comi

k*5 »

Tuesday
Issue'

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 21,

The Black Cat

.■ Vi,

(By The Roving Reporter)

Dogfish, formerly considered of no
commercial value, are new the prin
cipal source of vitamin oils pro
duced in British Columbia, says the
Department of Commerce. Local
lobstermen who have long suffered
from the predatory habits of these
critters are willing British Colum
bia should have their entire supply.

Life insurance companies extend
ed financing aid to property owners
of the United States in the form of
mortgage financing, at the rate of
nearly three million dollars each
working day in 1941, representing
an important contribution to the
housing needs of the country.

A son of Gen. John J. Pershing
has enlisted in the Army as a pri
vate. He has a long way to go to
equal his daddy's record. But it
rather promises to be a long war.

From wild and woolly Oklahoma
comes the story of a fly trap made
by N.Y.A. boys for the purpose of
ridding cows of these Summer pests.
The trap, measuring 10 feet by 7
feet by 6, is designed so that when
a cow passes through the structure
the flies get brushed off and are
caught in screen containers. Such
a trap has been known to catch 18
gallons of flies in a week. It follows
specifications furnished by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

The word “ration" it appears
should be pronounced as if spelled
World Wide photos appeared In
ra(y-«hun. But neither ray-shun
the rotogravure section of the Bos
nor rash-shun appeals to the mo
ton Sunday Herald under the
torists who has bum tires.
caption;
“Maine Hunters Are Minutemen.’’
“Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe has re
Officially
designated as deputy sher
signed as physician tc the Dionne
iffs,
19
residents
of the little com
quintuplets because they are not al
munity
of
St.
George,
Me., are
lowed to learn English. But he
pledged
to
leave
their
chores
or busi
should not wowrry toe much about
that; they undoubtedly will learn ness at a moment’s notice and take
up the duck guns and hunting rifles
English.”
with which they have been marks
The above item, which appeared men ever since they were old enough
in the Boston Globe's Editorial to shoot, according to the Herald
Points yesterday, interested me a ?tcry. Parachutists are warned to
whole lot, for the reason that when beware as the assembled manpower
I was Dr. Dafoe's guest two years of St. George comes into action.
ago that the children, who then Other pictures show the commander
knew only French, would scon bf of the company. Granville N. Bach
given a course in English. But elder directing a peacetime mobili
English or no English I cannot zation and a meeting of the Board
imagine the Quintuplets and Dr of Strategy, comprising Alfred Ful
ler, chairman of the firemen’s com
Dafoe being separated.
mittee, Wilfor d Robinson, chair
His full name is James Robert man of the disaster committee;
Hughes. He comes from Maryland, Deputy Sheriff Bachelder, chairman
and accepts good naturedly (as he of defense; and F. Herbert Pierson,
does everything else) the nickname air raid warden chairman. The
of “Reb.” Had a birthday Sunday photography was done by George
and in spite of the practical jokers Hill, who has a Summer home at
by which he is surrounded at the Wallston, and whose work for
Thorndike Hotel, he got by without “World Wide” has brought him
having to eat any cement candy or much distinction.
leather beefsteak. Those articles
it would appear are reserved for
One year ago: The Community
Lew Higgins. But Reb got his fair Food Fair was on.—Dwight Lord,
share of valentines, all of which who had been in the employ of the
were permeated with feminine per Central Maine Power Company,
fume. He leaves Rockland a week joined the staff of the Naval Ord
hence to take up his duties as chief nance Laboratory in Washington.—
machinist’^ mate on one cf the new Among the deaths reported were:
ships built at Snows regretting only Rockland, Donald T. Brewster. 42;
that his new duties take him away Camden, Henry Steams, 48; Brook
from the happy lines into which his line, Mass, Mrs. Albert Sydney
life has fallen here.
Snow, 92.

Searsmont Suicide
A Former Rockland Woman
Ends Her Life By
Hanging
Mina A. Curtis. 48, a native of
Rockland, committed suicide by
hanging at the home of Herbert
Robbins in Searsmont, where she
was employed.
Dr. O. 6. Vickery, a county medi
cal examiner, rendered a verdict of
suicide.
The deceased was a cook, having
a house to house canvass of the
city this week.
Kiwanis—Dr. Wasgatt, Edward
Barnard, Dcnald Cummings, Roland
Ware, Owen Johnston, John Weyman, Clinton Bowley, James Flan
agan, Francis Orne and Lawrence
Miller.
Lions—Bradford Burgess, Joshua
Southard Lendon Jackson, Eugene
Stoddard. Howard Crockett, Wilbur
Senter and Charles Jiilson.
Rotary—Theodore Bird, Lloyd
Daniels, Joseph Robinson, Allan
McAlary, Lucius Jones, Maurice
Lovejoy, Crosby French, Sumner
Perry, Donald Matheson and I. Lawton Bray
Independent team—Alan J. Mur
ray, Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Maurice
Snow, Frederick Bird, Sid. Cullen,
Leroy Chatto, Millard Hart, Walter
Staples, George Sleeper, Martin

Below are listed the members of Graves,
Fred Carter, Osmond
“Sea the various teams who wjjl make Palmer $nd Raphael $henpap.

been employed in several restaurants
in Belfast, and going to Searsmont
about four months ago.
She was born in Rockland, March
9, 1895, the daughter of Charles W.
and Annie (Bowen) Curtis. She
had been married but divorced, and
had no near relatives.
The funeral was held from
Coombs’ chapel in Belfast, Rev.
Frederick D. Hayes officiating. In
terment will be in Grove cemetery
in the Spring.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
in 1
If I had my life to live agalr
would have made a rule to read ee
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The lees of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
IT IS NOT THE TEAR AT THIS
MOMENT SHED
It ls not the tear at this moment shed.
When the cold turf has Just been.
laid o’er him, .
That can tell how belov’d was the
friend that’s fled.
Or how deep In our hearts we de
plore him.
'Tis the tear, thro' many a long day
wept.
Through a lire, by his loss all shad
ed;
’Tls the sad remembrance, fondly
kept.
When all lighter griefs have faded!
thus shall we mourn!—and hla
memory’s light.
While it shines through our hearts,
will improve them.
For worth shall look fairer, and truth
more bright.
When we think how he liv’d but to
love them.
And. as burled saints have 6hed per
fume
Through shrines where they’ve been
lying.
So our hearts shall borrow a sweet"ntng bloom
From tbe Image he left there ln dylngl
.......
. __Tbomae MW»

Oh!

Every-Other-Day
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Tri-County League I

this occasion and Mrs. H. A. Buf
fum, wife of the local Chapter’s
chairman, organized the canvas Rockland Approaches Fourth
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
News items from all ot the Pa
A Campaign In Rockland sing forces. She selected the foltrons of Husbandry are welcomed
Strong High School Cast To
Round Strongly In the
Last World War—Names i lowing forces for the house to
I shall not die, but live, and de
here.
'
Present Play Wednesday
Lead
clare the works of the Lord.—Ps.
of
the
Workers
hcuse canvass:
and Thursday Nights
Miss Marian Cobb, Mrs. Alan
Tri-County League Standing
A Valentine party was held Sat11847.
in the Fall of 1918 this city was
Mrg
fiird Mrs Grace
W. L. P.C. urday following the meeting of
“What a Life,” a three-act play
in the threes of another patriotic Lawrence, Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Rockland ................
3510 .648 North Haven Grange fcr members
written by Clifford Goldsmith,
endeavor—the sale of War Sav- Mrs Helen Wescott, Miss Harriet Wadoboro
28 .576 and guests, about 40 attending a
.................
38
will be presented Wednesday and
ings Stamps. From the issue of Achorn. Miss Evelyn Davis. Mrs. Camden
..................... 30 36 .456 fine program was presented by the
And Now Our Representative Thursday evenings at the Rock
...................... 27 33 450 lecturer, Mrs. Lloyd Crockett, and
Sept. 17. 1918. the following is Beu'.ah Tirrell. Miss Eveline Snow, Belfast
land
High
School
auditorium.
Miss
Helen
Sncw,
Mrs.
Lena
Fales,
Thomaston
..............
2034 .370 games were enjoyed. A light repast
Learns It Is To Be
quoted.
So
many
have
probably
seen
Miss
Harriet
SiLsby.
Miss
Margaret
High
five
strings.
Smith,
Wal was served.
Rockland did not go over the
Used
Ahern,
Dr.
Ruth
MoBeath,
Mrs.
doboro,
564.
High
single.
Bagley
the moving picture and heard the
top in its War Savings Stamp camRepresentative Margaret Chase
Acorn Grange of Cushing gave a
paign last week, and is still far George Roberts. "Miss Florence Camden, 135; Andersen. ThomasAldrich family series over the ra
Smith who has been crusading for
short
of
its
quota,
which
quota
is
Flynn,
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin. Mrs. H. ton. 135. High team total, Camden, | valentine party Wednesday followdio that it seems unnecessary to
business meeting. Each
use of granite to save steel in gov give a synopsis of the play, which
thought by many citizens to be E. Gribbin. Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt end 2534. High team single, Camden. ,ng
member was privileged to ask tw
541.
entirely out of proportion to the Miss Dorothy Leach.
ernment construction, may rest her deals with the trials of Henry Al
Averages (First 10)
, An important feature cf the
guests
to participate. Several me:ncity
‘
s
population
and
financial
self a little now, with the announce drich as an adolescent High School
Strings
P.F.
j
drive
was
the
selling
of
stamps
Ave.
bers
of
Goodwill Grange cf South
capacity.
ment today by the Federal Works student. His father was a Phi Beta
<W>
..........
45 4361 96.41 I Warren also attended.
Smith
I
On
the
other
hand
the
retail
|
from
12
booths
which
were
located
Agency that use of steel will be cut Kappa at Princeton, and Henry
30 2906 96.26 j Tbe lecturer had a fin? program
merchants who conducted the six on Main street. Rain or shine the Boggs <W)
to an absolute minimum and that has been recently elected presi
3381 9€ 21 which included a mock wedding, the
Heal
(C)
................
35
days
’
drive
felt
that
it
was
no
I
y*-UhJ
women
stuck
bravely
to
buildings constructed under the De dent of the P.T.A., which makes
.... 40 3815 95.15 men taking the women’s parts and
Boynton
(C)
....
small
achievement
when
their
their
posts,
and
it
was
a
verilable
fense Public Works program will be High School life very difficult for
cash sales reached $16,657, while ' guantlet of smiling faces and Rackliffe <R) .... .... 35 3323 94.33 j vjce versa. The bride was Evereu
limited to one-and two-story ma him.
| the total of cash sales and pledges gentle, but persistent entreaties. Cole (B) .......... ..... 35 2313 94.23 Davis, greem, Katheryn Maloney
In addition to these troubles.
sonry and wood.
I was approximately $35,000. Wil- which the pedestrians ran every Bagley (C) ............ 35 3310 94.20 ' matron of honor, Ralph WinchenThese limitations will apply to Oeorge Bigelow*, the High School
liam D. Talbot, who as chairman day last week. Naval Bessryes. Chatto (R> .......... 30 2840 94.20 paw; bridesmaid, LeRcy Seavey;
schools, hospitals, firehouses, and athlete and bully, not only hates
of the drive worked so unflaggingly <J-tailed for that purpose, were at McKinney <R) .... 35 33C3 94.13 best man, Madeline Stimpson; train
virtually all other types in the pro Henry, but seems to have the in
for its success, wishes at the out- each booth, and assisted in the Smalley (T) .......... 30 2824 94.4 bearer. William Young; flower giil.
gram. Not only those to be approved side track with Henry’s girl. Bar
Schedule of Fourth Round
- Philip Davis; ring bearer, Denniset to thank Leroy F. Chase, chair- j soli 'itation, and sales. The booths
in the future will be subject to this bara Pearson. She is the typical
man
of
the
citizens'
committee
and
and
women
in
charge
were:
Week
of
Feb.
23
—
Belfast
at
( Young:
usher, Edward Latva;
• basic policy,” FWA said today, but High School girl, who eventually
ali
others
who
lent
such
devoted
I
Rankin
Block
—
Mrs.
Lucy
TarCamden;
Rockland
at
Thomaston,
mother
cf
the bride, Walter Ycung;
for those already approved but con sees that football glamour doesn't
assistance.
box,
Miss
Isma
Crockett,
Mis.s
Week
of
March
2—
Rockland
at
and
father
cf the bride, Walter
make the man.
tracts not let.
Postmaster
Donohue
who
so
paCharlotte
Buffum,
Mrs.
Frank
Tir.Belfast;
Thomaston
at
Waldoboro.
1
Powers.
Marjorie
Winchenpaw
Along with Henry's trouble are
Wood will be used where the need
Brown,
Mrs.
w
rk
of
March
9Wald
aero
at
'sang,
“
I
Love
Ycu
Truly
triotically took upon his own shoul- rell, Mrs. Ralph
appears to be purely temporary, but tho.se of the missing band instru
Cai*.den; Belfast at Thcmaston.
I A clothesline race between Walter
ders the brave task of raising $10.- . Thomas Foley.
ments,
the
love
affair
of
the
as

masonry will be recommended in all
000
went
over
the
top
early
Satj
Woolworth
’
s
—
MLss
Beulah
SimWeek of March 16—Camden at Powers and Arnold Lar.e caused
sistant principal and the princi
areas subject to enemy action.
Miss
Rockland;
Belfast at Waldoboro. much merriment as did a toe an.l
urday
evening.
He
successfully
|
mons,
Mrs.
W.
E.
Pollock
Specifications have been worked pal's secretary, and the worries of
-Photo by Alton Hall Blackington.
Week
of
March 23— Thomaston heel race by several c-aiples. A skit
pleaded
his
cause
in
the
theatres,
Mertie
Perry.
out for basic masonry unit with con all of the teachers.
A stranger motoring through Maine might well imagine himself in
at
Camden;
Waldoboro at Rock was given by Worthy Master Wal
dance
halls,
among
fraternal
orI
Waiting
Station
—
Miss
Marion
Mrs. Aldrich, Henry’s mother, foreign lands if he were to read the above signboard, and found himself
crete foundation and floor, which is
ter Young and Katheryn Malcney;
ganizations
and
an
unceasing
perNorton,
Miss
Louise
McLocn,
Mr.s.
land.
in country, which, for the present ai least, is at peace. Or let him come
set over a gravel fill. Sixteen-inch shows clearly the problems con down
into Waldc County which beasts of its Liberty, Freedom and Unity. sonal canvass. He attributes much'J- F. Burgess, Miss Pauline McWe
would
like
to
ask
the
various
a
piano solo bv Phliip Davis; and
concrete pillars will support a con fronting the parents of such a Or better still, here in Knox County where we stress our Friendship and
alley
proprietors
to
take
enough
several
other items on the program
of
his
success
to
his
second
in
Loon,
Miss
Lucy
Fuller.
crete roof. Walls may be of concrete, devilish, but lovable son.
Hope.
Gregory's
—
MLss
Marion
Healey,
interest
in
these
matches
to
turn
marie
the
evening a pheasant one. A
command. Manager Pollock of the
It is difficult to compress into
cinder block or brick. Masonry
Mrs.
Madeline
Lawrence,
Mrs.
in
the
scores
to
Joseph
Talbot
at
I
light
repast
was served after the
structures wiil be fireproof and bomb a description all the amusing and
dreds—of helpless deer will be run Woolworth store.
The Main street booths were of Madeline Brcwn Rhodes, Mrs. Net the Lucky Strike Alleys, It would entertainment,
resistant. Reason for the one and touching episodes in so colorful a With The Sportsmen down and killed by dogs. The warm
course,
the nucleus of the cam tie Bird Frost, Mr.s. Russell Bart only take five minutes of your
play.
two-story limit is that taller struc
ing sun melts the snow surface so i
Seven Tree Grange of Unicn wiil
time to drojJ them in an envelope
“What A Life” had an exception Found, a New Pond, Alive that, at night, it forms a crust that paign. Hewett’s booth took the lett.
tures require elevators and elevators
E. B. Hastings’—Miss Frankie and send them. It may mean more entertain Saturday the Granges of
ally long run on Broadway, com
take steel.
will hold the marauding dogs but lead with cash sales amounting
With
Trout
—
A
Fisher
Be

Washington, East Palermo, Libert'..
Webster,
Miss Mae Walker, Miss matches for you later on.
to
$1701.
Its
nearest
competitors
peting
even
with
such
hits
as
"To

Mrs. Smith created a cause celebre
will make heavy traveling for deer
South Montville and Searsmont
haves Surprisingly
Grace Walker.
when she demanded of the Navy bacco Road.” This is the same
and thus make them easy prey. Dogs were: Fuller-Cobb’s, $147255; Har
Dinner will be served.
Carver
’
s
Book
Store
—
MLss
Kath

O
’
Brien,
Miss
Dcrothy
Leach.
mony
Club.
>1467.50;
V.
A.
Leach's
version
a.s
the
one
being
presented
that the new retaining wall at the
A new pond has been discovered cannot read man-made laws, of
Fuller-Cobb
’
s
—
Miss
Joyce
Littleerine
Singhi.
Miss
Belle
Brcwn.
$1C66.8O;
Thorndike
Hotel,
$1005;
Naval Academy be built cf granite at the high school. Everyone who in Maine. The body of water, not course, and their owners who allow
Thomaston. Mrs. Harrison San hale. Miss Rhandena Armstrong,
similar to the existing wall. Granite goes to it will find it well worth indicated on any existing map, was them to run loose are the guilty Gregory’s. $800.
The polling places were visited born, Miss Helen Holahan, Som Miss Annie Winslow, Miss Maxine
is durable and beautiful and will his while.
For VICTORY
found by Harold Dyer and Nathan parties.
Geyer.
Cast of characters in order of W. Fellows while they were conduct- j Grimly humorous is the fact that on election and registration days erville, Mass.
save steel, she said, when the Com
A. T. Thurston's—MLss Elizabeth
Boston Shce Store—Miss Eveline
BUY
mandant said that a steel retaining their appearance: Miss Shea, Vir ing a game census and survey deep many of these persons fancy that and produced $4500. Ward 3 led
Sleeper,
Miss
Mildred
Fields,
Mrs.
Sncw,
Miss
Kathleen
Snow,
Miss
with
$2350,
and
Ward
5
was
second
UNITED
ginia
Fester;
Mr.
Nelson,
Douglas
wall was to be built. Mrs. Smith
in Township 5, Range 4. in the they are sportsmen. They keep dogs
Sadie Peers, Mrs. Bertha Rich Pearl Leach, Miss Marion McLoon. j
STATES
took the issue all the way to the Perry; Mr. Patterson, Richard wilderness cf Baxter State Park in for hunting but, when the season with raising $1600.
Mrs.
Howard
Philbrock.
The
city
has
until
Dec.
31
to
;
DE I t N S E
Friday
was
woman
’
s
day,
but
Achorn;
Miss
Pike,
Barbara
Wood;
President, who turned her letter
Mount Katahdin Region. The men * over, they apparently ferget all
Thcrndike
Hotel
—
Miss
Dorothy
complete
its
quota,
and
if
the
I
the
weather
man
proved
very
un

Bill,
Robert
Coffey;
Miss
Eggleston,
BONDS
ever to the Secretary of the Navy,
said the twelve acre pond was alive ' about the animals until the next gallant, and the results were not Snow, Miss Frances Snow.
‘
'
citizens
continue
to
exercise
thrift
'
Grace
Bowley;
Miss
Johnson,
who replied that little steel would
STAMPS
with native trout that never had season rolls around.
W. O. Hewett’s — Mrs. Arthur by applying their spare change to |
in proportion to the hard work
be used, comparatively speaking, Dorothy Tibbetts; Mr,Vecchitto,
By Dick Reed.
seen an angler.
I the purchase of stamps the bridge |
put in by the canvassers. The Red Lindsey, Miss Beatrix Flint.
and that the beauty of the structure Joseph Wilkie; Henry Aldrich.
Camping for the night on the edge
Cross
had
been
appealed
to
on
V.
A.
Leach's
—
Miss
Edith
may yet be crossed.
Read The Courier-Gazette
wasn’t of any importance in the Richard Calder;Barbara Pearson, of their find, the men argued
especial instance. Mrs. Smith replied Dorothy Havener; Gertie, Nada whether it should be named Dyer
that since metal was being denied Cary; Mr. Bradley, Milton Woos Pond or Fellows Pend. Unable to
In a series of matches rolled at
even to zipper factories, which ter; Miss Wheeler. Margery Mills; reach an agreement, they com the Orient Alleys the past four
meant unemployment and passible George Bigelow, Allen Sullivan; promised by naming it after the Saturday nights, Gardiner has
bankruptcy, she thought the retain Mrs. Aldrich. Alice Cross; Mr. Fer leading characters in a radio pro won three of the four, defeating
ing wall shouldn’t use up steel. But guson, Barrett Jordan; Marg. Ber gram that was coming through on Elliot, Anderson and Shields. Last
tha Coombs; students, Donald their camp radio. On maps being Saturday night however, in spite
she get nowhere.
Later the Federal Works Agency Brewster. Dorothy Goodnow, Elea made cf the region it is designated of setting an alley record; of 144.
announced use of granite in road nor Tracy, Richard Simmons, and as McGee Pond—in honor of F.bber Gardiner was defeated by Cole of
building. culverts and some parts of Kathleen Weed.
Rockland, who also set an alley
McGee and Mollie.
foundations in government struc
The fisher is just about as hard- record of fC6 for five strings. The
tures. The intensifation of the drive
boiled a little animal as you are score was:
SPRUCE HEAD
to save steel, announced today, may
Mrs. Hilda Ciayter of Camden liable to find in the woods. If ycu Cole—
lead to increased use of granite, spent a day recently with Mrs- get him cornered—you’ll think a
99 144 105 93 97—538
where time to get stone is available, Loretta Morton.
wildcat is just a big sissy by com Gardiner—
and price is not too great com
83 90 97 107 99—476
L. C. Elwell has returned to his parison.
paratively.—Washington
despatch duties on Hewetts Island after
Game Wardens Earl Kelley and Gardiner—
in the Press Herald.
102 113 98 87 93—493
several days’ visit with his family. Norman Buck knew all this when
Thornton Batty stayed cn the they came across a fisher's tracks ColePORTLAND CHOSEN
island with Roddy Elwell during in the snow in northern Franklin.
103 132 131 136 104—606
The Republcan State committee Mr. Elwell’s absence.
Ceunty. However, they followed
These matches have created a
met in Augusta Friday to discuss
Carl Godfrey is spending the the tracks to where the animal had great deal of interest with a cap
arrangements for the State conven week with friends and relatives in entered a hollow log. A few raps acity crowd of spectators present,
tion which will be held in Portland Boston.
cn the leg and Mr. FLsher emerged cheering for both contestants.
April 1 and 2. There will be 1685
The Red Cross card party held and tried to make a getaway., but
delegates entitled to seats at the Thursday at the schoolhouse was bogged down in the deep snow. The
APPLETON MILLS
convention and as a large proportion well patronized and $15.40 was men approached him cautiously.
Mrs. Inez Arrington entertained
of them will be present it will re realized. Prizes for high scores Surprisingly enough, the animal al
lest Tuesday Mrs. Adella Gushee.
quire some maneuvering to provide went to: Mrs. Nathalie Stimpson,!
lowed the wardens to pick him up Mrs. Carrie Sherman, Mrs. Carolyn
accommodations for them as Port Mrs. Ercell Carr, Mrs. Arlene
and carry him in their arms. After Page, Mrs. Alice Hall, and Mrs.
land hotels are now well filled. How Drinkwater, Donald Ingerson, Mrs.
ever. Portland Chamber of Com Eugenie Godfrey, Mrs. Frances a while they put him down and he! Helen Gushee, at a pyramid tea.
merce and some other organizations Barnes, Maurice Nute, Seth Batty,! scampered off somewhat reluctantly. Mrs Ahce Hall was hostess priday
they thought. Perhaps he was just at a tea. The guests were Mrs.
have promised Chairman J. Fred Everett Baum, Mary Russell and
lonesome. At any rate they are Carolyn Page, Mrs. Inez Arring
O’Connell that there will be suffici Mrs. Charlotte Waterman. The
probably the cnly men in history
ent accommodations provided.
CONSERVE
cake given by Mrs. Waterman, was: who ever held a live fisher without ton, and Mrs. Helen Gushee. Due
to icy travelling, other invited
awarded to Mrs. Lucy Wall.
TRANSMISSION
looking as though they had wrestled guests were unable to attend. Mrs.
4ORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Young of with a buzz-saw afterwards.
Wcodbury Robinson who is em West Gouldsboro are making sev-! There are not many fishers in Evelyn Pitman recently entertained
•at a tea. The proceeds of these
ployed in Portland spent the week eral weeks’ visit with Mrs. Forrest Maine now. Being protected at all
parties are to be donated to the
end with his parents Mr. and Cheney.
times, they are increasing, hewever, Red Cross drive.
Mrs. C. W. Robinson.
Irving McLeod went Sunday to according to Warden Supervisor
Pvt. Harvey Gurney was l)ome
Aarne Lipponen and family have Portland where he will take a Earle Bradbury.
Designed to keep America’s cars serving for the
the
past
week
on
a
short
furlough,
moved to Peaks Island where Mr. course in electric welding.
Attendants at the Maine Fish and
Lipponen has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Akers of Game exhibit at the Boston Sports i He has been discharged from the
duration. • • • To prolong the life of your car—to
Mrs. Annie Moody is ill at the Rockland were dinner guests Sun men’s Show, as well as camp owners hospital, and has returned to
<OrisER v E
home of her daughter. Mrs. L. D. day of Mrs. Loretta Morton.
who are exh biting there, report Westover Field. Private George
avoid many major repair bills—to protect your
GAS
3ammon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Delorie and that visiters are evincing a lively Griffin has recently gene to
Mrs. Mary O’Donnell of Bangor interest in the approahing fishing Oregon.
pocketbook—to preserve your motor car transCourier-Gazette Want Ads Work were guests Sunday of Mrs. Loretta season in Maine, according to Com
School lunches started this week,
Morton.
Wondersl
missioner Stobie. As everyone in with Mrs. Grace Johnson in
portation. • • • See your Chevrolet dealer today
1 the federal government from Presi- ' charge and Mrs. May Ness and
dent Rorsevelt dewn has pointed Mrs. Sheila Hart as assistants,
for full details of Chevrolet’s original “Car
out the necessity of recreation to! A public card party will be held
ALL WINTER LONG keep citizens fit fcr the war effort, at the Rebekah hall Wednesday
FQRyiCTORY
Conservation
Plan,
”
and
keep
your
car
Maine folk expect many anglers to night, proceeds for the pin fund.
: take advantage of the excellent I-------------------------------------------- -- —....- ■
BUY
serving well by keeping it well serviced.
CONSERVE COOLING
UNITED
t»
WHIN YOU BURN
; fishing that will be enjoyed in
STATES
SYSTEM
DEFENSE
! Maine this year. The ease cf reach
/
bonds
ing the various fishing regions by
stamps
A MOBILE NATION IS A STRONG NATION
train and bus for those who are un
0^5
able to- use
their
cars
will
add
to
'* • 2’HP
Maine’s popularity this year, Com
if moires home-heating EASY
missioner Stobie believes.
Fishing in Maine lakes should be
A/woys see your local
ITT
•-saves money, too
t
even better this year than it, was
in 1941 when many anglers said it
• You’ll like the way ‘blue coal’ delivers quick
GNARV:
was the best ever. The dry season
heat on cold inurnings-the way it burns long,
CONSERVE EVERY
of last year made it impractical to
steadily, evenly with little attention — keeps
ENGINE
on
any
car
or
truck
VITAL PART
plant the usual amount of fish in
every room warm and cosy all day long!
“Your eye* ore like brown molanes
brooks and streams. Instead, they cookies,” toys Pvt. Jones, reaching
PHONE US YOUR ORDER TODAY
were put in lakes and ponds in un for one; (Cookie, net eyrl) Lnta score*
she bakes with RUMFORD
precedented numbers. Tirey will be because
Baking Powder. It’s been rising right,
tasting right, for 80 years I'flo alum,
of legal length this year.
689 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
folks, that’s one reason.) FRCB* NBW
THOMASTON, ME.
Everyone
connected
with
the
booklet containing dozens of new
Phone 72
IjINHh.n.UAW.O-lOx Maine Department cf Inland Fish ways to improve your baking. AMreaa:
n
Mf
Baking Powder, Box B,
eries and Game knows that between Rumford
Rumford, Rhode Island.
E IN CN THE SHADOW E»Ekf SUNDAY AFTERNOON
VINALHAVEN. ME.
now and May scores—perhaps hun- .
UNION, ME.
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“WhatA Life”

RIGHT HERE IN MAINE

War Saving Stamps

GRANGE CORNER

Fought For Granite

At The Orient Alleys

and outstanding leader of the

CAR CONSERVATION

WAMfAS70AS7

'blue coal'

Private Jones

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE

Feb. 18—Ash Wednesdn
Feb. 18 —Warren
K>
and Troupe at Glover 1
Feb. 18 19—Junior Cla.-a Ufe!” at High Sehool
Feb. 19 Free School
oookery at Masonic Ten;;
Feb. 19—Meeting of B
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Won
tlonal Club meets at
ball

Feb. 22—Washington's 1
Feb. 23—Warren—Quart
of Lincoln Baptist Aw-ih
Feb. 27 Warren High
atrels at Glover hall
March 2 Warren Tow |
March 13 Warren <?<.»'
way for Oracle.'' ausi>|
Ladles Auxiliary at Tov i
March 17 St. Patrick
March 17—St Patrick!
cert at High School a
St. Bernard's Choir
March 21 Spring l>egin
March 29 Palm Sum!.,
April 1-2 — Repub .
ventlon meets ln Por:lal|
April 3—Good Friday
April 5—Easter.

The Weat!
High tides and the V
storm are the notation
in the Old Farmer's .
has snowed pretty cont:
early last night, followi
forenoon by a light <■'
five more days to the
the man who made
famous.

Mechanical or ind
gineers are needed lor
jobs at salaries rangii.:
to $3800 a year, accord.
Mr. Jillson, manager
U. S. Employment s'
at 401 Main street
For full information
tion announcement M
men who believe them
fied should get in t«.
local office of the L
ment Service at 401 M
George Simmons u|
land
yesterday,
ai
Louis Nickerson a foi:
of the A. C. McLoon
a diesel engineer, who
the Naval Reserve.
The tenth trawler
F. J. O'Hara fleet will
at 3 p. m. Thursday
of the Maine Shipj
South Portland. ThJ
which it is understod
of the Rockland O'Hai
be christened the Jeai|

The Y.P.C.U. of UnChurch attended the
the First Baptist C|
body Sunday night,
being present.
Pvt. William H Alleii
Ernest H. Allen of
been promoted to Pri\
in the First Enginee:
Fort Devens. He is a
Mrs. W. H. Thomas, L

Beano at G A.R. h.
Feb. 19 at 2.15 p. m
War Memorial Ass'n.
hostess.—adv.
For dependable r
call the Radio Shop,
Main street. Complete
—adv.
Learn to fly. Char
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203|
Visitors ln Washlr
can get copies of The
Bette at the Metroj
Agency, 603 15 th
West.—adv.

BIG PARTY
Tonight at Spear
GIVEN AWAY.

BLANKET and $1

KNOX COUNT'
SEED*
BLUE HUBBARI
SEEDS FOK
1941 Crop, Excello
80c pound, i>
Stamps accj
BOX 68,

FRIF.

DAVID G. HODI
OPTOMET

$38 MAIN ST., KO
TEL. 21
Ufflee Honrs: 9 to 12.
Evenings By Ap]

CHEVROLET DEALER FOR SERVICE

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

CARROLL’S GARAGE

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

FUNERAL
Ambulance
ar 7U-1

•*
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TALK OF THE TOWN Red Cross War Fund

W/iaf

The Boy Scouts Did

Chairman Hall Reports St.
George As Passing the
$600-Mark
Peb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Peb. 18 —Warren — K>n MacKenzie
and Troupe at Glover hall.
Peb. 18 19—Junior Class play. “What
a Life!" at High School auditorium.
Feb. 1®-Free School of electric
oookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Peb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Grand Army
ball
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 23—Warren—Quarterly meeting
of Lincoln Baptist Association.
Feb. 27 -Warren- High School Min
strels at Glover hall.
March 2 Warren—Town meeting
March 13 Warren Comedy “Gang
way for Grade.'' auspices Baptist
Ladles Auxiliary at Town hall.
March 17- St. Patrick's Dav
March 17—St. Patrick's Day con
cert at High School auditorium by
St. Bernard’s Choir.

March 21 -Spring begins.
March 29- Palm Sunday.’
April 1-2 — Republican State Con
vention meets ln Portland
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

The Weather
High tides and the Winter’s worst
storm are the notations found today
in the Old Farmer’s Almanac. It
has snowed pretty continually since
early last night, followed early this
forenoon by a light drizzle. Only
five more days to the birthday of
the man who made the hatchet
famous.
Mechanical or industrial en
gineers are needed for civil service
jobs at salaries ranging from $2600
to $3800 a year, according to grade,
Mr. Jillson, manager of the local
U. S. Employment Service office
at 401 Main street stated' today.
For full information and examina
tion announcement No. 173, those
men who believe themselves quali
fied should get in touch with the
local office of the U. S. Employ
ment Service at 401 Main street.

A supplementary report on St.
George’s contributions to the Red
Cross War Fund is made by Almond
C. Hall, chairman fcr that town,
showing the total amount up to last
Saturday as being $605 11.
The
new figures:
Previously reported ............. $404.37
Tenant’s Harbor Baptist
Church ................................. 42.53
Tenant’s Harbor Sewing Circle 22 60
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder 2.00
Ralph Simmons ............................

2.00

Henry Bateman ....... _.............

1.00

2.00
5.03

UNION BOY TRANSFERRED

From Camp Edwards it was an
nounced that Second iLieut. C. B.
Payson of Union has been trans
ferred from the 26th Military Police
Company to 26th Division Head
quarters and Military Police Com
pany in the triangularization of the
26th Infantry Division.

Fire chief Van E. Russell will
be the guest speaker Thursday
afternoon at 2.30 at the Methodist
Church. Hts subject will be time
ly, and the public is invited to at
tend.

George Simmons was in Port
Aurora Lodge, F.A.M. will con
land
yesterday,
accompanying fer the Fellowcraft degree upon
Louis Nickerson a former employe two candidates Wednesday night
of the A. C. McLoon Company as at 7.30.
a diesel engineer, who enlisted in
the Naval Reserve.
State Senator Robert E. Dow of
Oxford County is a candidate for
The tenth trawler of the new renomination in the June Pri
F J. O'Hara fleet will be launched maries, and if successful in the
at 3 p. m. Thursday at the yards September election will be a can
of the Maine Shipyards Corp., didate for the presidency of the
South Portland. The new craft Senate, opposing State Senator Al
which it is understod will fish out bert B. Elliott of Thomaston in
of the Rockland O’Hara plant will the event the latter wins in the
be christened the Jeanne d’ Arc.
Primaries and State election.

The Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist
Church attended the services at
the First Baptist Church in a
body Sunday night, 35 members
being present.
Pvt. William H. Allen, son of Mrs.
Ernest H. Allen of Brooklin, has
been promoted to Private First Class
in the First Engineers’ Battalion at
Fort Devens. He is a grandson of
Mrs. W. H. Thomas, Masonic street.

Beano at G.A.R. hall, Thursday,
Feb. 19 at 2.15 p. m. Benefit Civil
War Memorial Ass’n. Lin^. Carroll
hostess.—adv.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line.
—adv.
80-tf
Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf

Belyea—At Rockland. Jan. 13, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry J. Belyea, a daughter
-Gloria Velma.
Fish- -At Rockland. Jan. 6. to Mr.
a'nd Mrs. Arthur L. Fish, a son—Ar
thur Robert.
Robinson—At Rockland. Jan. 27. to
Mr. and Mrs. El Ison J. Robinson, a
daughter—Lorraine Vivian.
Holstrom At Rockland. Feb 15. to
Mr. and Mrs. Erold Holmstrom, a son.

Washington, D. C.
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street. North

Staples-Vose—At Rockland, Feb 16.
Richard Weston Staples and Estelle
Mae Vose. both of Rockland.—By Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.
Crockett-Williams — At Rockland,
Feb. 14. Maurice A. Crockett of War
West.—adv.
58*tf
ren and Eloise Williams of Thomas
ton.- By Rev. Guy Wilson. D. D.
Godb-i-Allen—At Portland, Feb. 14.
Cleophas J. Godin of Portland and
Margaret H. Allen of Rockland.- By
Rev. Stanley Light.
Hopkins-Reynolds
At Rockland.
Feb. 12. James Hopktns and Celestlne
Reynolds, both of Rockland.—By Rev.
Guy Wilson, D. D.
GIVEN AWAY. DINNER
Phlllips-Arey—At Camden. Feb. 14.
Clarence A. Phillips and Adella P.
BLANKET and $2—1 EACH Arey. both of Camden.—By'Hev. Wes
21*lt ton P. Holman;
Murray-Sukeforth — At Rockland.
Feb. 17. Walter Roy Sukeforth and
Mary Barbara Murray, both of Rock
land —By Rev. Fr John A. Cummings.

BIG PARTY BINGO

Tonight at Spear Hall, 7.45

KNOX COUNTY GROWN
SEEDS
BLUE HUBBARD

SQUASH

SEEDS FOR SALE

1941 Crop, Excellent Keepers
80c pound, postpaid

Stamps accepted

BOX 68,

FRIENDSHIP, ME.

15T21

DIED

nary-At Camden. Feb. 14, Elvira
wife of Leslie Conary. aged 61
s. 5 months. 11 days. Committal
interment in Deer Isle,
ssens—At Camden. Feb. 16. Fred
Cassens. aged 68 years. Funeral
rsday at 2 o'clock from Good
ral home.
-rry—At Portland. Feb. 15. Hollis
■y native of Warren, aged 58
10 months. 27 days. Funeral
nesdav at 2 30 from Hay & Pear undertaking parlors, 749 Coni street. Portland.
irtis At Searsmont. Feb. 12. Mina
urtls, formerly of Rockland, aged

ears.

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
836 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
office Honrs: 9 to 12.30—1J9 to M®
Evenings By Appointment

26-25

—By Staff Photographer.
The group at Red Cross headquarters last week when Richard Hutchins of Troop 202 Boy Scouts of America
the youngest and newest Scout in Rockland, presented Captain Keryn ap Rice with a check for $71.30, which
the Scouts raised by the collection and sale of waste paper. In the group above are, left to right: Captain
Rice, Eagle Scout Charles Carr, Richard Hutchins, and Sea Scout Charles Whitmore.

The First Baptist Church burned
a mortgage to the joy of all mem
bers at the morning services on
the Sabbath, Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald the pastor, took verses from
Corinthians to emphasize the plea
sure of ending the long struggle
for the removal of this burden on
the church, in Paul's thanksgiv
ing to God. Millard Hart and
Joseph W. Robinson were the val
iant workers for this consumation
of liberty and were on the platform
with the pastor in the thrilling
experience. After the flames died
out the congregation arose and
sang: “Praise God from Whom
All Blessings Flow.” The amount
of the final mortgage was $14,000.

Mrs.. Bernice Reams visited her
brother. Sterling Proctor, at the
Fort Williams Army Hospital Sun
day. Private Proctor and' Sergeant
Francis Robinson were injured in
an automobile accident between
Wiscasset and Bath while return
ing to Portland from a furlough
spent in Rockand one week ago.
Sergeant Robinson is in the hos
pital at Fort McKinley with broken
ribs
and a dislocated shoulder
John Blethen of Lawn avenue
and Stanton Sleeper, formerly em while Proctor suffered back, and
ployed by the Waldoboro Garage head injuries.
Company, recently entered the em
John F. Byron of Port Clyde paid
ploy of the Todd-Bath Iron Works
a
fine of $10 and costs of $2.70 in
in South Portland.
Municipal Court yesterday morn
Sgt. Frederick J. LaCrosse, son of ing on charges of passing another
Mrs. Mary LaCrosse, 28 Grace street, vehicle on a hill brought by Officer*
leaves Thursday morning for Fort Henry Roper of the State Police.
Devens, to report for active duty.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
serve a supper Wednesday at 6
BORN
Moore—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 16. to with Mrs. Velma Marsh as chair
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Moore of Glen
man. Report on the Red Cross
Cove, a son—James Thwyng II.
Smith—At Owls Head. Jan. 30. to sewing will take place at the meet
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Smith, a son—
Ronald Richard.
ing which follows at 7.30.

MARRIED

Visitors ln
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603

patriotic organizations

2.60
10.00
10.00
8.21
1 CO
27.05
14.00
50.73

Total to date .................... $605.11

p

iblic supper, Methodist Church,
lrday, Feb. 21. from 5 to .7.

Adam Walsh, who has done so
much for Bowdoin College in the
line of football strategy, has ap
plied for admission to the Navy,
and will be given a year’s leave of
absence if he is accepted.

Hollis W. Merry, 58. a Maine
Central Railroad conductor, was
stricken by a shock while on his
Bangor-Portland run Sunday and
died in a Portland hospital. Merry
was a native of Rockland.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish to announce that I am
a candidate for County Commis
sioner in the June Primaries.
As a life-long Republican and
member of the Republican Town
Committee for the past twelve
years, I solicit the support of all
Knox County Republicans.

A. EVERETT LIBBY
VINALHAVEN, ME.

21-23

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 9-30
Sunday at 3
TUES.-WED., FEB. 17-18
WAYNE MORRIS

BRENDA MARSHALL
ALAN HALE

“THE SMILING GHOST”
Also On the Program

“Cavalcade of Aviation”
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

THE RED CROSS
AND OVItlAN DEFENSE
A department devoted to news Items concerning these

Collection from Box at Past

Office, Port Clyde .................
Miss Theodora Van Name
Port Clyde Grammar School
Port Clyde Primary School....
Mrs. Lillian Brown .................
Collected in Bath ....................
Central Maine Power Co.-......
Amateur Show .........................
Mr. and Mrs. Montaford Hup
per ..........................................
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Kinney
and family ...........................
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THURS.-FRI., FEB. 19-20
An M-G-M Presentation
ROBERT TAYLOR
LANA TURNER
EDWARD ARNOLD

“JOHNNY1 EAGER”
Van Heflin, Robert Sterling,
Glenda Farrell

The “Red Jacket” Sea Scouts
held a valentine’s party at their
headquarters on Main
street
Thursday night. The program In
cluded variety dancing, stunts, and
games suitable to the occasion. Re
freshments were served andi pa
triotic music was played. The
scouts and their guests included
Eugene Fales, Dorothj’ Trask,
Joseph Wilkie. Billie Alwell, Robert
Smalley. Eleanor Tracy, Miles
Sawyer, Virginia Bowley. Dudley
Harvey, Lois Lindsey, Richard
Spear, Lucille Stanley, John Perry.
Eileen Beach, Donald Brewster,
Kathleen Weed, Chacles Whitmore,
Louise Veazie, David Newcomb,
Carol Hall, Byron Keene, Joan
Look, Roland Hayes, Ralvln Wel
ker, Douglas Cooper, Bertha
Coombs, and Dot Goodnow. Chap
erone for the evening was Skipper
Joshua Southard. The scouts’
thanks go to Mrs. Sara Sawyer for
preparing the refreshments.

Tire Certificates

Listed below are the persons to
whom certificates to purchase auto
mobile or truck tires were issued
in the period from Feb. 9 to 14, In
clusive, by the Knox County Ration
ing Board:
George W. Scott, Rockland.
Melvin Wendell Kennedy, Union.
Harold Wellington Wadsworth.
Appleton.
John Appleton Babb, West Wash
ington.
Lura Eastman Pitcher. Camden.
Hollis Macomber Libby, Warren.
Samuel Slater Archer, Spruce
Head.
George Burton Annis & Son,
Camden.
Edgar Coit Brown, Rockland.
Burpee Furniture Co., Rockland.
Maine State Prison, Thomaston.
Forest Lee Davis, Port Clyde.
Charles Augustus Heino, Rock
land.
Brown & Sprowl, Appleton.
Ralph
William Young, Union.
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Web
Leroy
Wilson
Moody, Union.
ster, who attended the F.B.I. school
in Augusta last week had the pleas
The employes of the A. C. McLoon
ure of meeting there two ycung
&
Company have organized a “Keep
men, who have many friends in this
’
Em
Sinking Club,” which takes the
city. One was Robert Abbott, son
official
reports of the sinking of
of the late Chief of Police William
O. Abbott, who is. acting chief cf German and Japanese naval craft
police in South Portland, and who and planes and turns them into aid
told Mr. Webster of' his intention for the national defense program.
to locate here again after his re As each official report is released,
tirement a year cr two hence. Dep each employe is bound to buy De
uty Webster talked baseball days fense Stamps according to the num
with Hormidas Aube, one time ber of enemy craft which have been
pitcher on the Rockland team, and destroyed. The price of a battleship
now chief of police in Westbrook. is 50 cents, a cruiser 25 cents, and
He sent his regards to the lccal all planes, subs, transports and de
stroyers are 10 cents each. As the
fans who might remember him.
list is published, each employe pays
A special meeting for boys will be up for the number of defense stajnps
held by the Baptist Men’s League indicated and an official of the com
Thursday night, with a program pany makes the purchase and dis
tributes the stamps to the workers.
which will appeal to youth and
One
of the men on the staff stated
adults alike. Ernest B. Haskell, a
that
it hurt financially sometimes
magician of widespread fame will
to
dig
deep, but he wished they
•be the chief entertainer, and every
would
have
to ante up $1000 each
body has a treat in store.
some morning.

William P. McCafferty of Union
was fined $100 and costs of court in
Municipal Court Saturday on
charges of driving while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor. He
pleaded not guilty, was found guilty
and appealed the fine to the May
term of Superior Court. Patrolman
Sukeforth was the arresting officer

U.S.S. Security, built at the Marr
Shipyards in Damariscotta and outfited at the Snow Shipyards, Inc,
underwent her official Navy trials
yesterday, pasing with flying colors.
The craft will be turned over to the
Navy in a week or ten days. Snow’s
workmen installed the propulsion
machinery and electrical equipment,
A new class in Chemical Warfare the Marr yards just building the hull
will be started at 7.30 next Mon > which was towed here.
day night at the City Building, con
The Knox County Camera Club
ducted by Chief Engineer Russell.
will meet tonight at 7.30 at the
St. Bernard’s choir is rehearsing home of Wilbur Senter on Broad
for a St. Patrick’s Day concert to way. Members are asked to take
bq given March 17 at the High two exhibit prints to be entered
in the traveling salon which will
School auditorium.
be made up at this meeting. The
John M. Pomeroy will teach program, consisting cf Edward
chemical warfare to the First Aid Witham as speaker, will be in
and Labor Squads at the Community charge of Raymond Cross and
Building Wednesday night at 7.30. Hugh Little.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Recent arrivals at the F. J.
O'Hara plant, have been the Iva M.
with a catch of 33.000 redfish and
mixed groundfish; Dorothy M,
21,000; Royal, 24.000; Nelen Mae,
: 17,000; Helen B., 26.00; Cynthia.
8000.

Miss Marion Ludwick, daughter
of Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Lud1 wick, who is a student at Bates Col
lege, is practice teaching in Latin
and French at Morse High School
in Bath.
A total of 500 men from Rockland
, registered in the Selective Service
I Registration at the Community
Building yesterday.
Thomaston
registered a total of 104; and Owl's
Head 34.

Capt. John Wentworth of Vinal
haven who captained the Queen of
Peace, before she was taken by the
Government, has been assigned to
j the Georgetown of the O'Hara fleet

Mrs. W. Paul Seavey, chairman and Mrs. Virginia Sweeney, Home
of the Women’s Division for the Nursing; Miss Ellen Daly, Nurses
City of Rockland has submitted Aide; Fire Chief Van E. Russell,
the following report to Mrs. Hora Chemical Warfare; Mrs. Victoria
tio Cowan, county chairman re Moulaison, Motor Corps.
garding the activities of the wo
Nine women have completed the
men and men who have registered warden’s course. 18 the standard
tv V*
at the local Placement Bureau. first aid and 8 the Motor Corps.
“The Volunteer Placement bureau Tlie Women's Classified list (What
opened Nov. 12 at the Chamber will You Do) shows as follows:
of Commerce rooms at the Com typing, 148; knitting, 227; sewing.
munity Building with Mrs. Harold 293; telephoning, 178; Clinics, 17;
Savage as chairman and Mrs. Carl Athletics. 24; Blood Donor, 26;
Christoffersen as assistant. Num Cf«re of Children. 23; Canning,
ber of women registered to date 38; Dramatics, 8; Teaching, 22;
is 692 and there are 355 men reg Music, 38; Dancing. 38; Car Avail
istered making a total of 1047.
able. 33; Cooking. 142; Driving,
Two copies, one for the State 95; Group leadership, 15; Home
and one for the county, of each Nursing, 37; Office work, 131;
original card has been typed mak Publicity. 16; Surveys, 14; Surgical
ing a total of 2094 cards. The dressings, 66. The Rockland Ju
Volunteers and the hours they nior Women’s Club volunteered to
have put in at the Placement Bu make a house to house registra
reau are Mrs. Lenore Savage, con tion and' is already engaged in do
tinuous service; Mrs. Dorothy ing this.
Christoffersen. 95 hours; Miss Rose
The classification of the men’s
O Neil, 79 hours; Mrs. Kathleen cards at the Volunteer Placement
Newman. 4 hours; Mrs. Jane O’Neil. Bureau disclosed the following
40 hours; Mrs. Julia Keene, 18 facts. Number of men registered
hours; Mrs. Verna Jenkins, 14 355; training desired. Police. 46;
hours; Mrs. Jean Bittner, 6 hours; Disaster Service, 47; Warden. 117;
Mrs. Stella Snow, 13 hours. Miss I First Aid, 329; Fire Department,
Anna Gordon. 4 hours. Four N.Y.A. 19. One hundred and forty-two
girls Miss Mildred Ferrin, Miss have taken the Chemical Warfare
Vivien Johnson, Miss Jane Sawyer under Chief Russell, of these 62
and Miss Marion Freeman have have taken additional Fire Depart
worked 240 hours, N.Y.A. time. Be ment training. Forty-five are now
sides this, Miss Sawyer, Miss taking First Aid under the Disas
Johnson and Mrs. Freeman have ter service set-up and 47 men un
der the disaster set-up have taken
volunteered extra time.
chemical
warfare under John
Volunteers have also been fur
Pomeroy.
nished for the following: Knox
A number of men under Special
County chapter American Red
Police
have taken the 9 hour Law
Cross office, clerical and typing.
Enforcement
course given by the
Mrs. Ann Butler. 187 hours; Miss
State
Police.
A complete check
Anna Gordon, 48 hours; Mrs. Law
up
on
those
who
have taken First
rence Miller, 9 hours; Mrs. Stella
Aid
was
not
available
at this time.
Snow, 7% hours; Mrs. Gladys
The
men
’
s
classified
list (What
Estes. 5% hours; Miss Rose O’Neil.
Will
You
Do)
reads
as
follows:
4 hours; Mrs. Arthur Orne, 2
Able
seaman,
20;
Accountant,
21;
hours; Miss Virginia Bowley, 6
Administration,
37;
Amateur
Ra

hours.
Home typist furnished,
dio
Operator,
11;
Ambulance
Miss Gladys Blethen, Miss Mau
reen Burns, Miss Anna Gordon Driver, 58; Athletic director. 6;
and Mrs. Golden Munro. U. S. Aviator, 1; Aviator Mechanic, 3;
Coast Guard Office, Post Office Blood Donor, 20; Baker, 2; Boat
Building, clerical and typing, Miss man, 26; Bookkeeper 29; Brick
Anna Gordon, 8 hours; Miss Cyn layer, 2; Bus Driver. 56; Carpen
ter, 31; Cashier, 37; Civil Engineer,
thia Greeley, 8 hours.
3; Dental Technician, 2; Drafts
County chairman’s office, clerical
and typing Miss Shirley Blacking- man, 8; Dramatic Coach, 3; Elec
ton. 1 hour; Mrs. Sylvia Treneer, trician (general), 18; Fireman
1% hours; Mrs. Virginia Crockett, (volunteer), 30; Fireman (profes
7% hours; Miss Helen Crockett, sional), 4; Gunsmith, 1; Handler
4% hours; Miss Dorothy Sherman, explosives, 13; Homing Pigeon, 2;
7 hours; Mrs. Neva Wiggin, 8 Lathe operator. 4; Lawyer, 1; Li
brarian, 5; Machinist (general), 8;
hours; Mrs. Lettie Cross, 1% hours;
Mrs. Doris Ames, 1% hours; Mrs. Mechanical Engineer, 4; Medical
Technician, 1; Millwright, 2; Mo
Helen Ingraham, 1% hours; Mrs.
torcycle Driver, 14; Movie Camera
Avis Brasier, 5 hours; Miss Pa
Man, 5; Music, instrumental 7,
tricia Thompson, 10 hours; Mrs.
vocal 4; navigator, 4; Personnel
Harold Gerrish, 2 hours; Miss
worker, 29; Pharmacist, 2; Pho
Agnes Flanagan, 2 hours; IM^s.
tographer, 12; Physician, 3; Print
Ruth B. Spear, 10 hours; Miss
er, 3; Radio Engineer, 3; Railway
Helene Carnes. 80 hours. Mrs.
Maintainence, 3; Sheet Metal.
Evelyn Mank, 20 hours; Mrs. Vir
Worker, 5; Ship’s Pilot. 6; Steam
ginia Anderson, chairman, county
Fitter, 12; Stenographer, 3; Struc
placement bureau, 18 hours; Mrs.
tural Steel Worker, 4; Tel. Line
William W. Cross, secretary, 125
man, 6; Tel. Switchboard Opera
hours; Mrs. Simon Hamalainen,
tor, 10; Teletype Operator, 1; Trac
training course chairman, 85 hours.
tor Driver, 23; Truck Driver, 64;
Mrs. Burton Bartlett, secretary,
Typesetter, 2; Typist, 14; Unskilled
15 hours. Volunteer care of chil Laborer, 25; Warden. 24; X-Ray
dren in county sub-chairmen’s operator, 1.
homes, Mrs. Louis A. Walker. 380
With the co-operation of The
hours; Miss Nadine Fuller. 8 hours; CoUrier-Gazette, Mtes Katherine
Miss Lois Benner, 8 hours. Cleri A. Veazie, publicity chairman has
cal workers furnished Tire Ra been conducting a column in that
tioning Bureau, Post Office build paper, entitled Red Cross and
ing. Mrs. Hervey Allen, 2414 hours; Civilian Defense.”
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, 24% hours;
A communication from Dr. C.
Mrs. Muriel Emery, 17% hours; Harold Jameson reads as follows;
Mrs. Edward Leighton, 24% hours; Blood plasma at Coventry and Pearl
Miss Virginia Bowley, 24% hours; Harbor and every other front has
Mrs. Hester Chase, 24% hours; proved its indispensable value in
Miss Anna Gordon, 24% hours; treatment of burns and shocks, in
Mrs. Chauncey Keene, 24% hours; this civilian defense program it is
Mrs. Ida Huntley. 24% hours; a life and death need and is so
Mrs. Jerome Burrows, 24% hours; recognized in every great center.
Mrs. Rose Stafford, 21 hours; Mrs. The expense of procuring blood
Grace Flanders, 24*4 hours; Mrs. plasma in sufficient volumes would
Muriel Crie, 7 hours.
be prohibitive were it not for the
Women registered for classes cooperation of voluntary donors. A
are as follows: First Aid, 192; single unit of commercial plasma
Home Nursing 114; Canteen, 78; costs $27 but because our military
Warden, 76; Nutrition, 72; Nurs forces are draining all such re
ing Aide Service, 59; Motor Corps, sources It is already unprofitable to
45; Food Conservation, 22; Recrea secure a supply in adequate
tional Leadership, 18; Auto Me amounts. By cooperative effort of
chanics. 11; Publicity, 15; Special hospital groups, using a central unit
Farm Bureau Nutrition. 2; Mobile where blood from voluntary don
Canteen 30. Mrs. Oliver B. Holden, ors can be processed, great savings
chairman of the Training classes can be realized and adequate vol
reports that with the co-opera umes of frozen plazma become
tion of the local Red Cross chap available.
ter and sponsors the following
The Central Maine Hospital at
classes are being held: First Aid, Lewiston will be our central depot
Mrs. Jane O'Neil, sponsor, 4 classes, where will be processed two thou
124; Home Nursing, Mrs. Maude sand units of plasma at a cost of
Blodgett, sponsor. 4 classes, 79; $6000 or $7000 compared with $54,Nutrition, Mrs. Maria Emery, spon 000 for a like amount of commercial
sor, 1 class. 91; Nurses Aide. Mrs. plasma. After the first year this
Cowan, chairman, Hospital aux cost will be materially reduced. It
iliary. sponsor, 1 class, 18; Chemi will be necessary that our Knox
cal warfare (Warden's course) County population supply two hun
Mrs. Ida Dondis, sponsor, 2 class dred donors of which about seventyes. 57; Motor Corps, no sponsor five have already come forward, ln
as yet, 13. Instructors of the addition we must contribute a few
above classes are Fire Chief Allen hundred dollars toward the initial
Payson, Elmer Joyce. Dr. Neil A. steps of the center 1 plant of Lew
Fogg and Mrs. Adah Roberts, First iston. The Knox General Hospital
Aid; Mrs. Ruth Fogelman, Miss will contribute space, nursing facili
Eliza Steele, Mrs. Pauline Brewster ties, laboratory facilities, and our

own doctors will promise painless
collection of the precious fluid. The
opportunity is at hand to contribute
blood or money or both, to a cause
which may be of vital personal im
portance to any of us at any mo
ment.
At a Red Crass election recently
the following new officials of the
Union branch were chosen: Chair
man, Ethel Crieghton; 1st vice
chairman, Alice Williams; 2d vicechairman, Hazel Hart; 3rd vice
chairman, Jennie Payson; 4th vice
chairman, Emma Robbins; Secre
tary, Nina Fuller; Treasurer. John
Williams; Production chairman,
Doris Robbins; Relief chairman,
John Crieghton; Disaster cha rman.
Robert McKinley; Home Service
Wilbur Thurston. The Chapter will
regret the retirement of Mrs. Lela
Haskell.
Her loyalty, excellent
judgment and energy have fur
nished an inspiration.
A number of Knox County men
have been employed in Bath and
gave to the Red Cross War Fund
there. Tlie Bath Red Cross people
went to a good deal of trouble to
see that the Knox County branches
were given credit for tlie amounts.
The money collected was sent to
Washington in our name. The
amounts reports, which are all being
taken up on our War Fund quotas,
are as follows: Appleton — 4.61;
Camden — 30.09; Cushing — 2.00
Clark Island — 2.00; Long Cove —
4.69; North Haven — 2.00; Owls
Head — 2.80; Port Clyde — 2.00;
Rockland — 118.56; Rockport — 28 72; South Hope — 2.00; St George
—15.36; Tenants Harbor — 3.00;
Thomaston — 38.56; Union
4 00;
Warren — 9.00; a total of 269 69.
At the conclusion of the F rst Aid
class taught by Elmer Joyce Friday
evening at the Masonic Temple, he
was presented with a gift from the
class, the presentation being in a
most novel manner accompanied by
an original poem entitled. An Apple
for the Teacher, written by Mis.
Evelyn Cameron. A gift was also
presented to Alton Foster who has
been acting as Mr. Joyce's assistant.
Mr. Joyce will start an advanced
class for many of the members of
this same group March 2 and this
course will be taught 2% hours each
for 4 nights in order to finish in
time for anyone who wishes to take
the instructors’ course which will be
presented the week of March 16
by N. A. Parker. Anyone who wishes
to take this advanced course and
was not a member of the standard
class should get in touch with Mrs.
Eugene O’Neil, sponsor of th® First
aid classes at once.
Two first aid classes for the wo
man's division will start this week,
participants being primarily wardens
although a few others are being ad
mitted. Dr. Gilmore Soule will teach
a class on Wednesday and Friday
evenings, starting Wednesday even
ing at 7 o’clock at the Community
Building while Dr. H. J. Weisman
will teach on Monday and Thursday
evenings, starting this week on.
Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.

The first robin is

carrying two kinds
of headgear...
One is by Uncle Sam . . . the

other is by Mallory.

AnA if you’re not under one,
you’ll want to get in under the

other.
The Spring Hats are as bright
as the future if every American

will use his head and buy De
fense Bonds and then use

his

head to keep his chin up.

SPRING HATS
are here

WILSON HATS
$4.00
MALLORY HATS
$5.00, $6.00
STETSON HATS
$7.50

GREGORYS
TEL. 294
<19 MAIN ST. ROCK LAM l». ME.

f

Every-Other-Day

I^very-Other-Da
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Arc Getting Ready
WALDOBORO
XN X*
ZN
MilS lOUir-E MTIjLE®
CoriAAoonrt'-n*

$5

ft

Tel 27

Mrs. Elsie Mank entertained the
Bridge Ciub Thursday night. Mrs.
Harold Perry is taking the place
of Mrs. Bessie Kuhn who is spend
ing some time in California.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Creamer
have returned from their wedding
trip to Boston and are at home in
an apartment in the Creamer home
of Jefferson street.
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest has re
turned from a visit with her par
ents in Hamilton, Mass.
Mrs. Winfield Davis who has
been spending several weeks with
Mrs. Cora Walter ha.s returned to
her home in Thomaston.
Mrs.
Frances Knowles and
daughter. Miss Winifred Knowles
of Chelsea. Mass., have been re
cent guests at Stahl’s Tavern.
Mr. and Mrs. John Coffey went
Monday to Boston where they will
remain for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney re
turned Monday to Plandome, N.
Y., after parsing a week at their
home here.
Mrs. Thomas Stenger is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey in
Newtonville, Mass.
The class in map reading which
was to have been held Monday
in the Assessor's office was post
poned until Thursday night due
to the concert which was given by
the High School Band and the
Wakloboro Town Band in the au
ditorium.
William Jameson, a student at
the U. of M spent the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Poster Jameson.
Robins have appeared, two per
sons having reported their pres
ence.
Dewey Moody, a student at the
TJ. of M. who has been home be
cause of illness returned Sunday
to his studies.
Mrs. Mildred Robertson, captain
of the Motor Corps attending a
Motor Corps meeting in Augusta
today.
Donald French left Saturday on
his return to the Panama Canal
Zone where he Ls employed as a
clerk in the U. S. Postal Service.
Mr. French had spent several
weeks here with his wife and fam
ily and with his grandmother,
Mrs. Belle Poland.

CLARK ISLAND
Herbert Maker of Quincy, Mass.,
and David Hlrsch cf Hingham,
Mass., visited several days recent
ly at the home of the former’s par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Blomberg. The two lads have joined the
Merchant Marine and have started
training in New York.
Edwin Baum of Whitinsville,
Mass., passed the week-end at his
home here.
Victor BL. mberg is employed at a
First National Store in Bath.
Miss Frances Caven of Rockland
visited Sunday with her sister, Miss
Catheryn Caven.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Meservey of
Tenant’s Harbor were callers Sun
day on Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler
Swan I,arson has employment in
Worcester. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Moody of
Rockland were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Moody's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Cromwell.

WARREN

What the Budget Committee
Will Report To Warren
Voters

* * *
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Neighbors met Friday at the
home of Mrs. Cornelius Overtook
to discuss procedures in case of
air raids. This is the first in a
series of such meetings air raid
wardens will hold in all sections
of the town.
Covered dish supper will be
served Friday at Ivy Chapter,
O. ES. at 6 before the stated
meeting Mrs. Emma Norwood,
chairman, asks that members not
solicited for the supper, furnish
sweets.
I The Congregational Brotherhood
will meet Thursday at the chapel,
following supper at 6.30.
The Woman's Club study unit
will meet Thursday afternoon with
Miss Frances K. Spear. Mrs. Edna
Overlock will present a paper on
“Bring Our Youngsters into the
Community.’’ and Mrs. .Alena
Starrett will give a paper on “Plan
for a Post-War America."
The monthly supper scheduled
for Thursday by the Baptist Ladies’
Circle will be omitted due to the
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association.
Emerson O. Perkins will observe
//\ fn
his 85th birthday anniversary,
Wednesday. Confined to the house
for several weeks. Mr. Perkins is
V
8
just beginning to be about once
more.
“Prayer and How It Helps ln
THE FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA—
Life,” will be the subject of the
HOW TO RESPECT AND DISPLAY IT
mid-week service, Wednesday at
the Baptist Church.
4 ----- When flags of two or should be from a staff placed in
1 ----- When flags of states or
Ivy Chapter, O.EJS. has been in
cities or pennants of societies ar* more nations are displayed to the position of honor at the con
vited to meet with Harbor Light
flown on the same halyard with gether they should be flown from gregation’s right as they face
Chapter in Rockport, tonight. Sup
the flag of the United States of separate staffs of the same height the clergyman. The service flag,
per will be served at 6.
America, the latter should al and the flags should be of ap the state flag or other flag should
Mrs. Mildred Gammon was in
ways be at the peak. When proximately equal size.
be at the left of the congrega
stalled most excellent chief Fri
flown from adjacent staffs the
5 ----- When the flag is dis tion. If in the chancel or on the
day at Crescent Temple. P. S.
flag of the United States should played in a manner other than platform, the flag of the United
Other officers inducted were: Past
be hoisted first and lowered last. by being flown from a staff, it States should be placed on the
chief. Doris Hyler; excellent senior,
2 ----- When displayed with an should be displayed flat, whether clergyman’s right as he faces the
other flag against a wall from indoors or out. When displayed congregation and the other flags
Doris Bowley; excellent junior.
crossed staffs, the Flag of the either horizontally or vertically at his left.
Abbie Stickney; manager, Shirley
United States should be on the against a wall, the union should
Bowley; mistress of records and
8----- When the flag is displayed
right (the flag’s own jight), and be uppermost and to the flag’s from a staff projecting horizon
correspondence, Mabel Mills; pro
its staff should be in front of own right, that is, to the ob tally or at an angle from the
tector, Cora Robinson; guard, Mil
the staff of the other flag.
dred Starrett. Mary Reynolds,
server’s left.
window sill, balcony or front of
3 ------- When used on a speaker’s
mistress of finance elect, not pres
6 ----- Whenever a number of a building, the union of the flag
platform, whether indoors or out,
ent, will be installed at a later
should go to the peak of the staff
the flag should never be reduced flags of states or cities or pen
date. These officers were installed
(unless the flag is to be displayed
nants
of
societies
are
to
be
ar

to the role of a mere decoration
by Mrs. Dora Maxey of Thomaston,
at half-staff).
ranged
in
a
group
and
displayed
by being tied into knots or
past chief of Mayflower Temple,
9 ----- Whenever the flag of the
draped over the stand. For this from staffs with the flag of the
P. S„ assisted by Mrs. Edith Wylie
United
States
the
latter
should
United
States is carried in a pro
purpose bunting should be used.
of Warren, as grand manager, and
be
placed
at
the
center
of
that
cession
in company with other
The flag, if displayed, should be
Mrs. Katherine Studley as grand
group
and
on
a
staff
slightly
flags,
it
should occupy a position
either on a staff or secured to the
senior. Flower girls were Marion
higher
than
any
of
the
others.
in
front
oi the center of the line
wall or back curtain behind the
Starrett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of
flags
or on the right of the
7 ----- When the flag is displayed
speaker with the union to the
Roland Starrett. and Avis Gam
in the body of the church, it marching-line.
flag’s right.
mon. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Gammon. Guests were 15
ter of ceremonies. Numbers on gave an interesting talk on books be accompanied on the trip by
members of Mayflower Temple, of
Thomaston and several members this program were: Reading by and how to get the most out of the Principal and two assistants,
Mrs. Austin K. Kalloch; vocal solo reading at a recent assembly.
but plans have not been completed.
of Georges River Lodge.
•'
, -----------------by Robert Wyllie: reading by Mrs.
The Airplane Club had a lecture
Party For Newlyweds
Al.ord Wiley; two specialties by
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Wyllie Miss Phyllis Perry and MLss Vir recently on the principal parts of
A
car
driven
by Myron Peaslee of
an 2irplan? by an authority. Prin
who were married recently were ginia Wyllie; piano solo by Rich
Somerville
was
ditched and over
cipal Conncn. Members are collect
given a miscellaneous shower of ard Butler; two monologues, by
turned
Friday
in
front
of Mrs. Hazel
wedding gifts, and a wedding re Mrs. Ernest Campbell; vocal solos ing pictures of airplanes to aid in Burns’ house. With Mr. Peaslee was
ception Friday at White Oak by Chester Wyllie; piano solo by the recognition of them, for Na his sister, who was badly shaken up
tional Defense.
Grange hall, North Warren, by Miss Joyce Butler; baritone solo
The senior class held a cooked and received minor cuts.
neighbors, friends, and Grange by Charles Wilson; duet by Ches
<E. A. Mathews and daughter,
food
sale at Buck's grocery store.
members, numbering 90.
The ter Wyllie. tenor, and Charles Wil
Mrs Merton Payson, and Nelson
Even
with
the
sugar
shortage,
it
ycung couple was taken completely son, baritone; presentation of the
was successful, receipts being $7.06. Oalderwood, visited Mr. Payson Sun
by surprise, believing they were shower gifts, in which were dishes,
The senior class plans to make day in Fairfield, where he is 3
only attending a Grange meeting linen, and other miscellaneous ar
its
class trip during the Spring patient.
ticles, by Miss Virginia Moody.
for the evening.
Mrs. Laura Daniels entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wyllie, ex vacation in March. The class will
Festivities were opened by a
appreciation
for
the
program of music and readings, pressed
with Miss Virginia Moody, lectur shower before they opened the
er of White Oak Grange, as mas- gifts. Accompanist was Mrs. Ches
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
ter Wyllie.
Lunch was served under the di
4
1
2 3
rection of Mrs. Willis Moody, Mrs.
■■■■■
Clarence B. Tolman, Mrs. George
8
17
Buck, and Mrs. Rcbert Wotton.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Hollis Merry

Word was received here Sunday
of the svfdden death in a Portland
hospital of Hollis Merry, who was
stricken ill, while at his duties as
conductor on the Maine Central
R. R. He was a native of this
town.
Besides his wife, he leaves a
daughter, Mrs. Helen Gregory at
Glen Cove; four sisters, Mrs. Inez
Mathews. Mfs. Mernie Gordon and
Mrs. Lina Smith of this town, and
Mis. Joseph J. Flanagan in Ban
gor: and a granddaughter of Glen
Cove.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2.30 from the Hay
& Peabody undertaking parlors,
749 Congress street, Portland.
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Fint impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer*
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
food first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which ia more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract*
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Part of the body
4-Definite article
7-Acta of creating
10- Recompenaed
11- Paradise

13- Debark
14- Public vehicle
16-Agitate
18- Frozen water
19- Strip»
21- Hign card
22- Jumbled type
23- High (Music)
24- Sailor
26- Book of the Bible
(abbr.)
27- Wither
28- Fruitless
29- Prefix. Twice
30- Unit
32- Cut down
3
33- Because
35-Serpent

37-Venturef
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High School Activities

(By Gloria Haskell)
The senior class has announced
the staff for year book. The man
agers have chosen their assistants
from the under classes. On the
staff are: Editor-in-chief. Lowell
Moody;' assistant. Leona Sideling
er; business manager. Ruth Star
rett; assistant. Edward Barrett;
art editor. Paul Oxton; literary
editor. Sherman Simmons; assis
tants. Joan Smith and Natalie
Spear; advertising manager, Glen
ice French; assistants, Evelyn
Smith, and Edward Wilson; news
editor, Catherine Wren; assistants,
Howard Borneman. Elizabeth Ken
niston. Dorothy Simmons. Mary
Drewett. Gloria Haskell. Lois Nor
wood. and Merrill Fiske.
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II

39
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51
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

i
VERTICAL (Cont.)

39- Mischievous child
40- Small particle

12- Familiar names
13- Edge
14- Feline
42- Weight measure
15- A wager
43-On the ocean
44- Shortly
17-Portugueae coin
46- Sacred bull of Egypt 19- Mingle
47- Those who occupy 20- Rescuea
23-Buatle
rooms together

50- Attempt

25-Crude

51- Boy's name (Short) 29-Sh8ep cry

VERTICAL

1-Dry
2- Crimson
3- Mother
4- Muslcal note
6-Garden tool
6- Terminates
7-Walking stick
8- Rip
9- Briatle (Bot.)

31- Dine
32- A fowl
34- Mineral spring
36-lndigent
35- Wander
39-Principal Egyptian
goddess
41-De batable
4$-lmltated
46-Likewise not
46-Corroded

10-Those who oppose 4S-Pronoun
49-Indefinite article
w$r ‘

The Budget Committee of War
ren met Saturday afternoon at
the Selectmen's office to prepare
recommendations for the annual
Town meeting. March 2. With
slight increases in the school de
partments and smaller recom
mendations in the snow removal
and in the maintenance of third
class roads, the sum recommended
for town expenses the coming year,
amounts to $32. 763 or $493 more
than last year.
Recommendations made
are:
Common schools, $7,200; lights,
High Slchool laboratory and li
brary, $1,150; for high school, in
cluding fuel. $3,500; repairs on
buildings, $400; miscellaneous ac
count, $2,000; roads and bridges,
$3300; sidewalks $300; mainten
ance of third class roads, $675
maintenance of state and state aid
roads, $1,000; maintenance special
resolve roads $146; cutting bushes
on improved roads $150; officers’
salaries, $2,200; snow bills, $1,000;
support of poor, veterans’ relief
and aid to dependent children $5.200; street lights, $708; hydrants,
$600; public library, $100; Auxili
ary. E. A. Starrett Camp, S.U.V.;
$50; public health nurse, $85; to
pay outstanding notes. $l.CC0; for
interest on notes and discount on
taxes, $1200; state aid road con
struction, $799.50; for snow fence,
$100.
The Budget Committee also vot
ed to recommend that two stretch
es of road be discontinued, one
from the Edward Storer place to
the Stahl house now owned by
Henry Bird, at West Warren, the
other from Wotton's Mills in Pleas
antville to Butler’s Corner, so
called. As a body of representa
tive citizens, it also voted to recom
mend that both the old fire trucks
be retained and stored under the
same conditions as heretofore.
Chairman

of

the
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New Skirts
To Wear With Blouses and Sweaters

$1.98 to $4.98
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With New Pleats
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Also New Blouses
and Sweaters
Notice Regarding Deliveries: In view of the tire situation we
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with you when possible:

LA

No deliveries on sales under $1.00.

1

meeting was

Oscar A. Copeland of South War
ren, and clerk, was Supt. Frank
D. Rowe. Others present at the
meeting
were
the
selectmen,
George Starrett, Ansel M. Hilt,
and Clifford Spear; and Harold
Boggs, John MacDonald, Austin
Kalloch, Fred' Miller, Wendall
Studley, George Walker, Willis
Vinal and Charles Starrett.

friends last Tuesday in observance
the birthday of Mrs. Lena Moody.
Refreshments were served and sev
eral gifts were presented to the
guest of honor.
Mrs. Mercier Spofford of Portland
has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
2ena Nelson. Both went Sunday to
Presque Isle to visit their father.
Hugh Kirkpatrick.
The Methodist Brotherhood will
meet Wednesday and partake of
supper.
Members of the Girl Scout Troop
are collecting edd bits of yarn which
have been raveled and washed, or
odds and ends of new yarn, Lor
kniting squares which they will give
to the Red Cross for an afghan.
Mrs. Marguerite Merrifield is em
ployed at the home of Mrs. Susanus
Littlehale.
Grevis Payson of thus town and
Lawrence Robbins of Searsmont
were recent visitors in Portland.
Dianne Hilt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Hilt of Rockland ia
with her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Hilt of East Union.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Thursday
at 2.30 at the home of Mary Ware.
It is requested that all dues be paid
by March 1 that the order may con
tinue to be a “Hold-fast Union.”
Subject for discussion will be “What
is the greatest need for the defense
of our country?” An invitation is
extended.

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cent* for three time*. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cent* additionaL

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

GIRL wanted: 16 yrs. or over, to do
general housework ln private family.
Care of children; $6 per week Will
pay fare
MRS CHARLES H PREW,
Prew's News Store, Foxboro. Mass.
21-23
GIRL wanted for general housework,
cne who likes children: to live in.
Family of four. No cooking. Call or
TEL. 630, 80 Broad St.
21-22

BICYCLE license plate lost, number
644 Finder please TEL. 1181 M
20*22

jl-T-27

NOTICE -Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 36376, a'nd
the owner of said book asks for dupli
cate ln accordance w'th *be n-ov‘*7'-»
of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
INGS BANK. By Edward J.
Treas., Rockland. Me., Feb. 17. 1947
21*T 27

Htuier.

THREE or 4-room furnished apart
ment wanted for couple MRS. WEBB,
Thorndike Hotel.
21*23
EXPERIENCED woodchoppers want
ed. LAWRENCE HOWARD. Union
19-21
ORCUTT -Carpenter and Contractor.
Any Job. large or small; by day or
job. Estimates free.
TEL. 452-M.

10*91

lURNITURE wanted to upholster
•al'ed for and delivered. T .’ PI.FM
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
ANDREW Reklla, Shoe Repairing
Shop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry's
cokl yard.__________________________ 12-tf

LIGHT trucking,
waste
removal:
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W
20*25

Feb. 27, one in the morning and one
in the afternoon. Those who attend
the six meetings will be awarded a
certificate.
Mrs. Florence Oalderwood has been
named chairman of the Red Cross
course in nutrition, a total of 20
hours, soon to open. Enrollment
may be made with Mrs. Calderwcod
Defense Notes
or Mrs. Marguerite Payson, and
Mrs. Avis Nichols of Head-of-the- women of Appleton and Washington
Lake, has been appointed chairman are invited to join.
of the motor corps class to be or
ganized as soon as a class of 12 can
FRIENDSHIP
be enrolled. Women from AppleMrs. Melvin Lawry has returned
ton and Washington are also
from a visit with relatives in
eligible.
Quincy, Wollaston and Jamaica
A short course in nutrition is of
Plain, Mass.
fered through the Farm Bureau, the
Clayton Oliver of Fairhaven,
first classes to be held Feb. 27 at
Mass.,
spent the week-end with
Pioneer Grange hall. East Union,
his
family
here.
with Miss Luc nda Rich, home dem
Doris
Prior
has employment in
onstration agent, the instructor. Two
of the total six lessons will be given Belfast.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
meet Thursday with Mrs. Gertrude
WHFREAS. Fred W Armstrong and
Etta O Armstrong, both of Washing Oliver.
ton. County of Knox and State of
Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas
Maine, by their mortage deed dated
the twenty-ninth day of March. 1938, ton was guest Sunday
of her
and recorded In the Knox Registry
Leonard Stetson and
of Deeds. Book 257. Page 444. conveyed brother,
to us. the undersigned, a certain par grandmother, Mrs. Gertrude Oliver.
cel of real estate situated tn said

Washington, and bounded as follows:
BEGINNING at the northeast
corner of the farm at corner of
Callie Weaver land; thence run
ning westerly by land of Callie
Weaver. E. C. Jones. Sidney Humes
and Ruben Sargent to stake and
stones at land of John S Storer;
thence southerly to state road
route No. 17: thence easterly by
said road to corner of stone wall
at land of Harry Brann: thence
northerly to place of beginning.
AND WHEREAS the condition of
said mortage has been broken;
NOW. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof we
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this sixth day of February,
A. D. 1942.
JOHN 8. STORER,
ADDfE M STORER.

i
u;
th|

TO LET
APARTMENT of 4 Unfurnished room
to let.
bath. Inquire at 12 Knox
St.. TEL. 156-W
21 tl

with

4-ROOM

house

to

let, 2

Donahue

FREDE

WALTZ, 165 Broadway.
21-tf
-vSTORAOE space to let; rates reason able.
SMITH"S STORAGE
---- ------- -------HOUSE.
Tel. 644._________________________
20 25

5-ROOM unfurnished modem apart
ment to let at 6 Talbot Ave. R. M
O’NEIL. Jfol. 1397-R._______________ 19*21

HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments,
strictly modem,
three
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS.
Tel 38-M. 69 Beech 8t.___________ 14-tf
2-ROOM heated apt
to let. and
rooms
oms, at 84 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77
Park St„ Tel. 330.
12-tf
HOUSE, modern improvements and
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
Tel. 396-M, Ocean Ave., Ingraham
Hill.___________________ 16*21 tf
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6-room
apartment to let at 36 Pleasant St
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R.
6-tf
rooms to le* at 14 Orove 8t .
579-W, FLORA COLLINS.
15 tf

t

FOR SALE

BUCKEYE brooder for rale, coal
burning. 52-Inch canopy,
TEL Cam
den 8314
21*23
SMALL trailer for sale, box bodv.
good tires.
EARL SMITH . Tel. HO
21-lt

arator. and horse collar.
JAMES T
McMANUS, Warren. Tel. 5-6.
21-23
6-ACRE village farm for sale Good
set of buildings; electric lights; fur
nace, bathroom, town water. Chance
for cow, hens. etc. Price $1850 F U
WOOD. COurt House. Rockland. 20 22
WOLVERINE Diesel engine for sale.
46 h.p.. 4 cycle, heavy duty, over
hauled, make good saw mill engine;
also 10 h.p. gasoline, kerosene sta
tionary engine; 5 h.p. G E motor 220
volts. 60 cycle. 3 phase; »'« h.p 220 3
phase motor 60 cycle
HYLAND MA
CHINE CO, Rockland.___________ 19*21

LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
MalnSt,. City. ,
15 tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B
PAULSEN 6c SON, Tel 62. Thomaston.
_____________________________________ 15-tf
Ik 6c H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut

A

EGGS AND CHICKS
-

DAY-old" cockerels, for sale $5 per
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
Broadway._______________________ 17-tf

Kilt MMf
rilWCCABCT

1

PART of good store to let. On right
elde of street.
CRIES OIFT SHOP
470 Main 8t._ ____ ____ ________ 19 21

$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$1025 too del M. B.
O. O. PERRY
519 Main St., Tel. 487.
15 tf

WU UM Knot FtlOTt

Mifc-

WANT—Good results with poultry'1
Get
Clements
“Maine-Bred"
Reds
Rocks.
Better quality at economical
prices due to our 4-Farms Co-operatton. Pullet chicks ln all breeds. Write
for free catalog now.
CLEMENTS
BROTHBUS FARMS, Rt. 33, Winter-

Ms,.„.
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lie supper Thursday
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at

Union

NORTH HAVEN

BACK FROM THE WAR IN LIBYA

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

The Non-Eaters met Priday with ;
Mrs. E. Sprague. Dinner was served
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
and an enjoyable social afternoon !
Correspondent
passed. Those present were Mrs. j
Texas Ooats and Maine Jobs—Red Cross in
O. V. Drew, Mrs. Sada Robbins,
ALLISON £N&/ne IS seme
ra rou
Washington
first letter since the out- Mrs. J. W. Kittredge and Mrs.
ac cenn ir m yew? xratesr Fcr?
or vou/t fn/a/nes
. of the war was received Mertie Stinson.
oarr.e in rae rtsrtan oasc^ ,T
Leak 01
(From the Offlce of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
IS vit Of fonf oratn Taarr aave teen avine mtmnccnr
r r by Mr. and Mrs. Scott
service
cneme eeaas suns or aarrec acrion
Mrs. Anne Carver entertained
’ '..field from their son Robert
TKVST IT aments
in nmc. ron nova ctLtaaanon on/
i
Wednesday
night
at
a
“
vanishing
erving as second class firftn"' Dccrnata TILL au fiLLISOfa noaneas Tac/a e/soars
The war struck employes in problem will be far more acute.
flat mrtmseL'f a/fasaareo av mt Rovai. A/a force.
. in the US. Navy. At the time tea.” Refreshments were served.
York County a hard blow when the Meanwhile everyone in Maine who
UM Mlf non FienrnC ttnmo rnata Enenes Conr/nnovsiy
r s entered the war he was T^ose present were Cleo Shields,
50 percent cut in the use of new can provide some other method of
. ..ed with the Asiatic fleet on Frances Gilchrist, Ethelyn Arey
£>£ST Wishes from this s/o£
wool was construed to include mo keeping warm will be exercising
S. S. John D. Edwards at and Josephine Ciayter.
hair.
Most of the mohair in the good Yankee prudence.
Moses Webster Lodge, F.A.M.
I
We shall realiie before another
1
country
comes from Texas goats
T. fcx Islanders 4-H Club met held its stated meeting Feb. 10,
Winter that we are in a war.
L
lV at the heme of the as- '
a 'tipper served by, the Star
Larger users of fuel are now
food carton, praises the American-built Allison engines make the great variety of products
;c.idcr Mrs. Marion Little- (Circle, Mrs. Arlene White, Mrs. ‘
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Bryant Hopkins of Waterville,
Gerald Hopkins of Needham, Mass.,
and Mrs. Cera Reed of Stafford
Springs, Conn., were here over the
week-end to attend the 50th wed
ding anniversary cf their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hopkins.
Leon Crockett is home from Port
land for a few days.
Miss Ivalco Brown ls spending a
vacation visiting in Portland and
Boston.
Miss Myrtle Greenlaw of Deer
Isle w-as week-end guest of Hcpe
Ames.
Fifty Years Wedded
Sunday was a memorable day for
the family and friends cf Mr. and
Mrs. William Sherman Hopkins, who
celebrated their 50th wedding anni
versary. At noon Mr. and Mis.
Hopkins and their six children en
joyed a family dinner tegether for
the first time since childhood.
From 3 to 6 o’clock the children
arranged a reception at the home of
Mrs. Eleanor Thornton for relatives
and friends. The house was bright
w-ith many beautiful floral remem
brances and lovely gifts generously
donated by the guests. At least 100
congratulated the happy couple and
enjoyed refreshments.
One especially honored guest was
G. Foss Quinn, who as a young boy
attended the original wedding ,**>
years ago at the farm house of
“Jeffle” Coombs, and presented to
the bride a bouquet of geraniums.
At this reception the br de were a
royal blue velvet gown and carried
a formal bouquet of white flowers
with a gold frill, and the groom
were a white boutonniere.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Raphia Smith and
daughter Melita have returned
home after spending a month visit
ing their daughter in Connecticut
and also relatives in Bcston.
Frank Bridges Ls on the main
land on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson
have returned home after a ccuple
of months’ absence.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith and
Harry Smith have returned home
after visiting relatives in Bcston
and Rockland.
Velma Morse of tiie Maine Cen
tral Institute is visiting her par
ents the Nelson Morses.
■Rev. Carl Hall went Friday cn
the Sunbeam to preach at Loud’s
Island. Mrs. Hall taking charge
here of the worship services Sun
day in the Methodist and Baptist
churches.
The First Aid Civilian Defense
classes start here tonight at the
Cleveland Trask home with Miss
Elizabeth Cuddy of North Brooklin as Instructor.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Herrick
are visiting on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Higgins
have returned home after visiting
in Rockland.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

If Your Chilli
Catches

Cold Listen—listen to millions of experienced
mothers and relieve miseries with the
improved Vicks treatment that takes
only 3 minutes and makes good old
Vicks VapoRub give BETTER TIMN EVEN
RESULTS! IT ACTS 2 WAYS
AT once to bring relief.

/

{
\
V

upper ~
breathing passages
with soothing medicinal vapors.
STMUUTES chest and
back surfaces like a
warming poultice.
PENETRATES to

••»»« RIUEf ■"
WORKS FOR HOURS to ease coughs, relieve

muscular soreness or tightness, and
bring real, honest-to-goodnesscomfort.
To get this improved treatment...
just massage VapoRub for 3 minutes
ON BACK as well as
_
throat and chest, For Bottor Rotutts
then spread thick
layer on chest and

VaroRun
cover with wanned
Un Improved Way
doth. Try it!

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Service to:

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Elon
ington. Isle au Haut, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Eastern Standard Time
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAV
Read Down
Read Up
P.M.
AJH.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3J0
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. t.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. 1.30
9.45 Ar. Rocklaud,
lll-tl

Every-Other-Dad
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Preserving Tires

PARK THEATRE

"CAMDEN” BARGAIN DAY

IN SUPERIOR COURT

■i.

An Expert Tells How They

zx

SHIRLEY T. WUJ.TAMB
Correspondent
A
zx

May Be Kept Five Years
Or Longer

Tires and tubes can be stered for
more than five years without sufAt the meeting of the Contrac- fenng
deterioratitn if proper
Club Pridav afternoon at Mrs Ar-i
,
storage conditions are observed, acthur Elliot s home high scores were
held by Mrs. William Robinson of ccrding to S P Thacher. of United
Warren and Mrs Harold Dana This States Rubber Company,
week's meeting will be at the home i Tires should be sttred in a cool :
of Mrs. Fred Campbell in W’arren pjace
in most cases the base- j
The public card party being held ment of a residence will suffice. Di- j
at the new Masonic banquet hall reel sunlight ruins rubber very
tonight starts at 7.3 and information readily.
as to any games desired may be had ! Unless the air in the storage place
by calling .any member of the com- ‘ is still, a cover should be laid over
nuttee: Mrs Josephine Stone. Mrs. i the tires net only to keep out light.
Adelle Roes. Miss Helen Stetson or but also to prevent air currents.
Forest Stone.
Unmounted tires, if new and in
Deputy Warden and Mrs. Theo- the origmal paper wrapping, should
cJore Rowell entertained members of he laid flat so that they do net touch
the Rook Club Saturday night tach other.
v There were three tables with Mrs
Tubes that are left folded in the
Frank Wilson and E. W. Lowe sub- j carton maintain a tension cn the J
Tel. 190

stituting.

Every-

I

Lupc Velci and Leo Carrillo in "Honolulu Lu," a roaring rampage of
laughs and rhvrhm

jn

*

. „
Million?'

.

,

Prizes were awarded Mrs. folded edges.

W’arren Knights. Mr. Lowe, Mrs. W
In storing, tires should be laid on
G. Maloney and Albert Anderstn.
boards to keep them from contact
Mayflower Temple members will with the floor, should the floor 'be
meet at the hall Friday at 2.30 for damp
sewing. Supper will be served atJ Rubber is very rapidly deteri6 o’clock under the direction of Mrs orated by oil or grease which causes
Rose Robinson, and the regular swelling and softening of the rub
meeting will be held in the evening ber.
Willis Thompson of Portsmouth
In cases of theft the police have
spent the week-end at home.
a greater possibility of recovering
Francis Tillson has returned to i tires if the serial numbers are
Bath after a brief visit with his known Many tire dealers are equipfamily
10 brand initials into the sideThe W.C.T.U. met Friday night walls of tires as an added safety
with Mrs Aaron Clark as hostess, measure.
There was a goodly attendance and
In storing an automobile, it should
tne president reported on the meet- be jacked up on blocks, the wheels
ing held at Rockland recently at removed (with tires left mounted)
which Frederick Smith was the and the wheels and tires stored as
k*r It was announced that recommended. The wheels, lying
the quota of new members for the «*t. may be piled one on the other
local union is six A program con- but should be separated by blocks
fasting of readings by members on in such a manner that the tires will
temperance work in mission landsjn°t Touch each other. The tires
was presented by Mrs. Clara Saw-,-bould then be deflated,
Cases have been known where
yer. It was voted to send the Union
Signal to Miss Edith Russell, a'tires properiy stored for more than
teacher in Honolulu.
years hate giten very good serThursday Club will meet this week ''K*
at Mrs Elmer R Biggers' home.
The sum of $48 35 was cleared on
GLENMERE
the danoe held Feb. 6 for the Rec
Miss Marion Dowling has ertered
Cross.
the Massachusetts Memorial HosFollowing the evening service at pi tai Schcol of Nursing,
the Baptist Church next Thursday
Mrs. Orrin Treat, Sr. and Mrs.
there will be a meeting of the dea- Orrin Treat Jr. of Thomaston visitctns and deaconesses.
ed Wednesday- with Mrs. Frank
At St John's Church on Ash Wiley.
Wednesday, services will be: At
Donald Watt was guest the past
9.30 a. m Holy Eucharist, preceded week of his sister. Mrs Arthur Daby Matins. Litany. Penitential Of- vis in Bath.
lice. Blessing and Imposition of
Mrs. A. W Hooper who was a paAkhes with sermon. At 7.30 p. m tient at Knox Hospital four weeks.
Evensong and sermon. Friday at returned heme Thursday.
Mise
8 30 a. m, HCly Eucharist and at , Edith Harris is assisting at the post
7 30 p. m. Way of the Cross with office during Mrs. Hooper's illness,
sermon by Rev William T. Bulkeley.' Rev Byrd Springer of Tenant’s
of St. Mathew's Church. The usual Harbor made calls in this vicinity
Lenten supper will be served at 5.30. recently.
Moving pictures of air-raid warMr and Mrs. Rodney Simmons
dens at work and proper method of were guests Wednesday night of Mr.
dealing with incendiary bombs will and Mrs. W. A. Simmons in Marbe shown Thursday at 730 at Watts tinsville, observing the birthday of
hall. These are presented particu- their grandson, Emery Simmons,
larly for the benefit of the town airMrs Ralph W. Wood. Jr. < Marraid wardens, but the public is in- guerite Watts' was given a surprise
vited to attend.
variety shower Thursday night at
Miss Marilla Piper of Thcmastcn the meeting of the Ladies' Circle at
is a patient at the Deaconess Hos- the home cf Mrs Mildred Pierson
pital in Boston.
in Martinsville. Members present
Mrs. Percy E Demmons enter- were Mrs. Gertrude Small. Mrs
tained a group of friends at a Val- Edith Maxwell, Mrs Olivia Verria.
entine supper party Friday. The Mrs. Etta Harris, Mrs. Sarah
table was attractively decorated in Chaples. Mrs. Jean Bachelder, Miss
keeping with the season with a Lena Harris. Mrs. Marion Watts,
heart-shaped cake with white icing Mrs. Margaret Simmtns. Mrs. Eliza
and heart candies as a centerpiece Wiley, Miss Rosa Teele and Miss
and bearing at each end red lighted Edith Harris. Refreshments were
tapers in white htuders At each served and a pleasant afternoon was
place were guest favors. Present enjoyed. The next circle meeting
were Mrs Albert P Heald. Mrs. will be Feb 19 at the home of Mrs
Waiter J. Henry. Mrs. Donal K Lee Andrews.
Thompson, Miss Helen L. Carr, Miss
-----------------Mary MacPnaii, Mas Jane Miller Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
and Miss Mildred Denimcns.
Wonders!

STRAND THEATRE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

“Birth of The Blues” Wednesday and Thursday

I

Mary Martin and Bing Crosby appear in this swell musical.

It has

plenty of songs, comedy and romance. Also in this grand feature is ( aroIvn Lee. Rochester, and Jack Teagarden and his orchestra.
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Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards The oil boat “Nomad'’ discharged
were dinner guests Saturday night i oil Monday at the wharf of George
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Carl- 1 h. Thomas Fuel Company,
ton P. Wood. Camden.
Mrs. Christian Grassow who has
The 35th annual birthday party been visiting the George H. Thomof Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S. will ases, has returned to her home ;n
be held tonight at Masonic hall in Hope.
connection with the stated meetThe Philathea Class will hold a
ing. with Seaside Chapter of Cam- , covered
SUpper Fridav at 6.30
den and Ivy Chapter of Warren as jn
church. Husbands ol the
special guests.
Supper will be members are invited. A business
served at 6 o clock. A special cere- meeting and entertainment program
monv honoring the Past Matrons ■
follow.
and Past Patrons will be conducted
Mrs. Adella Patience Arey and
under the direction cf Past Matron Clarence Arthur Phillips, were marRuth Graffam. Supper committee 1 ried Saturday night, at the Metho
will consist of Mrs Cora Upham. dist parsonage by Rev. Weston P
Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. Eizabeth Holman. The single ring service
Lowell and Mrs. Lillian Keller.
I was used and the couple was atInteresting features at the Home tended by Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Nursing Course this afternoon at O’Brien. Mrs. O'Brien be.ng a sisHcboken Schoolhouse will be Health ter of
bride Mr Phillips is an
Talks by Dr. J C. Carswell at 1.39 overseer in the Kncx Woolen Mill,
and Grace Lawrence S-mmons The couple will reside in this town,
public health nurse at 3.30. The; The Methodist Lad.es’ Aid will
evening class in Home Nursing and serve a public supper in the vestry,
all other Home Nursing classes m Saturday from 530 to 7.
this vicinity are invited
Funeral services for Frank M°sMr and Mrs. Evans Marston, sen Payson. 86. of Hope who died
sens Harold and Richard and Friday were held Sunday. Rev.
daughter Marion of Auburn were1 John S Lowe of Rockland officiaguests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. .ng. Mr. Pay&on was born in Hope,
Charles Marston.
; son of Gilford Payson and Amanda
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Ryder spent Hobbs and was a farmer. He is
the week-end in Bcston. Mr Ryder survived by a s.ster. Mrs Martin
i went Monday to Calais where he Barrett.
• will assume his new duties as manan^ Mrs Irving Mculton of
ager in the Armour & Co. plant. | West Scarboro. were week-end
guests of Mrs. Moulton's parents,
Ten members of Harbor Light'
Chapter O.E.S. attended the Grand Mr. and Mrs Clarence Mitchell.
Em Street Reading Club met
Officers' Night Fridav at Golden

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Continued from Page One)
with the Floyds at their h.me.
Mr. and Mi
cld E. Keywcod but she did know
Mrs. Eunice Mayo Tillson of
bath
were wc
that he went there. Miss Strong Thomaston, practical nursing, tesMerton's
£t
stated that she read in the paper tified she knew Miss Rokes as a
[achorn
of
Bn
that Miss Rokes attended a card visitor to a former patient of hers,
party on the Friday before she died that a m:nth before Miss Rokes
Mrs. Rctfa
on Sunday.
died she went to her home to care
Thorndike
wi
Mvrtle L. Strong then testified for her At thal t'me Miss Rokes
Club
Wednesi
that' she was a witness to the sec- was under Dr. Dennison s care, and
pole’s home.
ond codicil, and that site was never while not confined to her bed she
aiked’en any other occasion to spent her time lying down. She
The Cengr
witness a signature for Miss Rokes. saW Utat Miss Rokes did n-t reate
^neet. Wednesi
Mrs Strong had no recollection of
house while she was there durVestry for re
w hose per. was used to sign the co- tag tae past month and she did not
dicil and she said that she had no
u P°“lb:e t°T Miss Rokes
Eleanor J
way of identifying the codicil shewn to attend a card par.y a few days
I5t. Joseph’s,
her in court as being the paper before her death.
I nfter havin’
signed cn May 7. 1941. Miss Rokes Harold Ernest Keyword, a bond
ith her ps
was a person who knew her cwn salesman, has lived in Rockland
now
Hall,
mind; and she did not notice any since 1932: that he became aetjuaint| change in her erudition on May 7. ed with Miss Rokes in January 1932.
Tne Wcms
but on cross examination she stated as she was a client of the firm he
I Peter’s Episct
that perhaps she did not know represented and had been for many
Thursday nic
Miss Rokes well enough to notice if years and that he was taken to her
riercrcft. Tai
there was any change.
, home and introduced by his prede- j
used Christn,
Mary A. McPhail, bank clerk at tlie cessor. From that time cn he visit-j
‘ pretty cards
Lloyd Corrigan, left, Peggy Moran, and Eddie Albert have leadii
Thomastcn National Bank since ed ber at her home about every
June 1925 stated that Miss Rokes1 three weeks for the'purpose of fur- rclcs in Universal’s exciting action drama “Treat 'Em Rough." Also „n uJ The home
—------ “Road To Happiness." with MmT
same program appears '*
the *
feature
did business at that bank and that, thering the security business.
Remember, every Friday nijht | Chaples. Old
Barrie, Billie Lee, and John Boles.
she usually waited on her. Miss
Mr. Keywooc believed Miss Rokes Cointry'store.
getting for
McPhail identified specimens of had the ordinary ccmforts and lux'
-------------aturday fo
M^s Rokes' handwriting. Witness uries of life, but that she lived alone, Qf
flnd costs taxed at $5 50 and .besides endurin' much
hLs nephew,
had known Miss Rokes since 1&25 and during all his visits there he ,Q aerve
jaiL the jaii j suffering
women spent
and she was a person of strong mind had no recollection of anyone going sentence to be suspended on payfor the Red
and that she was a person of secret to the house. After 1935 he visited ment of fine ard costs and proba
for
a picnic
GLEN COVE
the Rokes home on the average of lion for- cne vear
iveness.
j,ing
of mu
Edgar Barrow and Charle. Hat!
Frank A. Tirrell was warmly wel Jr are employed by the Hu
Albert D. Cfcborn. of New York, once a week and that he always tele
rnen. Many
hand writing expert, said that he phoned before he went to the house, comed at the Court House Mon Ice Co. at Chickawaukie Lake
were received
day afternoon, his first visit there
was a witness for the State in the to see if she wtuld receive him.
Mr. and Mr
George Woodward, head keeps
Questioned by Mr. Goodspeed, since his recent’serious illness.
Lindbergh kidnapping case. Mr
Hai lan and
at the Breakwater Light, ha
• • • •
Osborn stated in his opinion the Keywood stated that he took brandy
Mr< Earl
A fine of $&» every cent of turned to work after 10 d.;
second codicil was w ritten by Lucy ] to the Rokes’ home and that he
haples. Sr..
A Rokes and signed by her; that! purchased it at Miss Rtkes' request, which was contributed by sympa cation.
Mr and Mrs
Mrs. John M Richards
the first and second pages cf the. but there was very little of it used, thetic Bar Harbor neighbors, was
Mrs. Frank
codicil were written by her with He stated that he had started buying paid, in Superior Court Saturday Rockland was guest Mono:
lord and da
one pen but that the signature of, liquor for her possibly three years noon by Joseph Kirk, and the sen Mrs. Edwin Hali
lou Crocket
Miss Emily Hail gave a Valet Carl Cha pie:
Miss Rokes and the attesting wit- before she died and that this was tence of six months in jail which
nesses were made wTith another pen. j continued up to the time of her was imposed upon him' by Justice tine party Sunday night hononp
Mr. and N
Warren T. Johnson, associated death. Keywood said that the Tompkins w’as suspended.
the birthday of Edw’in Ha., ar.
This
action
it
is
believed,
will
Iportland
occi
Mis C E. Gregory. Among ;h«
witt Mr Osborn as a hand writing visits from 1935 cn were business
serve
as
the
final
chapter
in
the*
present
were
Mrs.
Mary
Eller.
Ha
nue home ovt
expert, stated that he had made I and pleasure mixed, and denied
photographs of parts of the will to, that he had ever remained there as tragedy which occurred at W’est who is 90. Mrs. Ada Hail of 3»Bas their gue
determine whether or not the sig-[ late as 12 o'clock at night, but ad- Rockport Oct 26. when four of j ton and C. E. Gregory. Ar. app* eral of the
naturf, on the
codicil was mitted that he might have stayed the five occupants of the car tizmg repast was served.
Star who wer
. x
1
1
written with apparently the same until 11.30. Asked if he was aware struck by the respondent's beach
Fred Gregory of Westbrook ar,i niversary of
type of pen. It was Mr. Johnson’s of the fact that Miss Rokes had, wagon received fatal injuries,
daughter, Mrs. Arey Tolman a Friday night
opinion that the second codicil was made the second codicil and if he • County Attorney Stuart C. Bur- Portland have returned home
Mr. and N
in Miss Rokes' handwriting and I knew the details of it. he stated that I gess revietved briefly the serious- Mr. Tolman after visiting re:?
ness of the offense, which had led i tives. Mr. Tolman has beer. er,. yesterday fo
that Miss Rokes and the three wit- j he did know about it.
the remaind
nesses used another pen when sign- j Upon questitning. Mr. Keywood to an indictment for manslaughter, j gaged in accounting work in
[their
daught
after
a
most
thorough
investiga! city.
ing and witnessing the documeint stated that he had sold Miss Rokes
er.
Henry Floyd, assistant treasurer possibly $5000 or $8000 worth of' H011 b>' the County Attorney and
Miss Ethel Luttrel and Jam
of the Brewer Savings Bank, has bonds during the last six months of other officials. Alan L. Bird ap- Vickson of Pawtucket. R.. 1 ha
Ilc’.iday s
known Harold E. Keywood for nine! her life.
pearing for the respondent cited been guests of Mr and Mrs Frat
|>i
imanents
years and that he goes to that bank The case continues cn trial today,
t Fuller.
I Central
about every three weeks Keywood
• • • •
in administering the sentence
visited the bank May 7, 1941, and j George C. Boggs of Waldoboro Justice Tompkins declared that
The crust of the earth need mo -adv.
made a payment on a Christmas was sentenced Saturday on a the man had undergone tfco sur- but one sixt^n-hundredth oi
Spencer F>
Club and that he spent the evening charge of forgergy to pay a fine gical operations s.nce the tragedy. inch to be felt.
|cividually d
ill needs. Dt:
fona Mclnti
12-M. -adv

READY TO GUARD AND

DEFEND IT!

visit Lucn
Itecond floor,
Fellows Bloc
Coats and C,
prices.

FO

A K

Rod Chapter. Rockland: Miss Ma- Monday afthe home cf Mrs. SteLa

a™,Miss Comnne Sawyer
non Weidman. Amy
Miller. z^lLenfest.
Cora
read.
Upham. Helena Upham. Marion
Haskell Sherman, who has been
Upham. Louise Holbrook. Mr and
bis parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Edward Auspland. Char'es
Louis Hanson, has returned to
Gregory end Effie Anderson.
Mrs. Maricn Richards and Mrs. : Texas.
Nina Carroll entertained Friday at
touiim
luncheon-bridge at the home of the
LUoMINu
former on Richards' Hill. Guests Mrs. Kendall Orff is a patient at
were Mrs. Edith Buzzeli. Mrs Marie the Maine Osteopathic Hospital in
Bisbee. Mrs. Alice Priest. Mrs. Ruth Portland.
Erickson. Mrs Marion Ingraham. Mr and Mrs. Sam Pippicello of
Mrs. Hester Crone. High score was Owl's Head wereedmner guests Sunwon by Mrs. Buzzell. second prize day at the home of Mrs Pipiceilo's
going to Mrs. Bisbee and consola- parents, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Doe.
ticn to Mrs. Crone.
Mrs Franklin Mitchell who is ill
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroh and with pneumcnia in Portland, is
children Howard and Betty of Au- much improved,
gusta spent Sunday with Mr and
Albert V. Orff attended the reMrs. Walter Carroll.
! cent Agricultural Adjustment AdThe Baptist Ladies' Circle will ministration Conference held in
meet Wednesday at the home of Banger.
Mrs Mildred Rhodes.
Mrs. George Avery who has been
The Methodist Junior Ladies' Aid spending the Winter in Bath, rewas entertained Thursday night at turned heme Sunday for an indefithe heme of Mrs. Ruth Graffam.
nite stay.
H O. Heistad spent Friday in
Mr and Mrs Chester Wotton of
Bath as guest of his son, Trygve . Thomaston were callers Sunday on
Heistad. who is head engineer on I Mr. Wotton's mother. Mrs Lizzie
the Stewart & Williams housing ■ Wotton

If William Post Jr., is trying to tell Gracie Allen a secret in this scene
from “Mr. and Mrs. North." he’s craay, for everyone knows that Gracie
just can't keep her mouth shot! Gracie does some amateur detecting in project there.
M-G-M's fitmication of the Broadway mystery-comedy—and almost talks
Post, playing her husband, into the electric chair:
Buy Defense

Bonds and 6tamps

Mount McK.nley is the highest
Chanty" just finished.

4'

uenui
Mottr
fine
h i gh<
CROS

“God grants liberty only to those who love it,

and are always ready to guard and defend it ... ”
Liberty is something that we give

Press of a Free America are as much

We re apt to

guardians of our Liberty as are those

take Liberty for granted.' We often
forget that the privilege of reading
and writing and saying and thinking

boys who are training for the guardian
ship of It in camps throughout our
country.

and doing as we please is a God-given

.As long as America's Newspapers
print the w’ords and thoughts of
America's free people, just so long wPl
America's people he free. Your news
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
guard and defend it.

too little thought to.

right—one that is ineffably valuable—
one that we should love and he always

ready to guard and defend.

The Courier-Gazette and the Free

THE AMERICAN PRESS STANDS FOUR-SQUARE

Every-OthetMJay

THEATRE
dnesday,

Thursday

Every-Other-uay

OClETY
j4r. and Mrs. Charles Morton of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Goodwin
l^th were week-end guests of Mrs of Baltimore are visiting Mr.
I m rton’s sister,
Mrs.
Mildred Goodwin’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
| Achorn of Broadway.
Herbert E. Higgins, James street.
-------Mi s. Retta Cole and Mrs. Mabel j Mrs. Harry A. Buffum entertains
Ifh rndike will entertain the E.P.A.! today with a luncheon at the CopClub Wednesday afternoon at Mrs ' per Kettle, after which the ladies
|cole's home, Main street.
i will do Red Cross sewing.

. .. .v *'.
•
V‘

The Congregational Ladies will
Outstanding in Maine’s musical
I meet, Wednesday at 1 o’clock in the activities this week is the appear
,.fStry for relief sewing.
ance of the American Ballad
Singers at Memorial Hall, Bowdoin
Eleanor J. Hall has returned to College, on Thursday night. The
iSt Joseph’s Academy in Portland unusual interest of this offering
rf
Liter having spent the week-end should attract many music de
I with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. votees from this section. Single
I Snow Hall. Ocean street.
tickets may be procured at the
door.
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
I Peter's Episcopal Church will meet
The Garden Club Federation is
I Thur.'day night at 7.30 in the Un- holding its annual mid-Winter
I ,
ft. Take scissors, thimble and conference today in the House of
Lsed Christmas and Easter or any Representatives at the State House.
|pretty cards.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orberton of West
hl. ami llil<!:e Mbert have leadii.,
Rockport is presiding in her office
fiia "liral Im Rough.” Also on th*
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl as State president. Many inter
“Road To Happiness,” with MonJ
|ciiaples, Old County road, was a esting speakers are ssheduled to
Remember, every Friday night
Letting for a joint birthday party appear, and special emphasis is
Isaturday for Mr. Chaples and being placed on Victory gardens.
resides enduring much mental Lts nephew, Milton Rollins. The
Several are attending from the
l. tiiitn spent the afternoon knitting
differing.
garden clubs of Rockland. Thom
|fOi the Red Cross, and were joined aston and1 Camden.
Lor a picnic supper and social eveGLEN COVE
I ,: ,ir Barrow and Charles HareJ Liing of music and games by the
Wilbur F. Senter was in Water
jr ire employed by the Havener Lien. Many gifts and felicitations ville on Sunday to visit his daugh
I sere received. Those present were: ter, Carolyn, who is a patient at
i Co. at Chickawaukie Lake.
L.ti and Mrs. Milton Rollins, son
the Thayer Hospital and Mrs.
(hoi e Woodward, head keeper
lllaiian and daughter, Lois, Mr. and Senter who is staying in Water
(it ihe Breakwater Light, has re. I'.I:
Earl Chaples, 'Mrs. Ralph ville until her daughter is dis
li, ned to work after 10 days’ va-|
|c..;1(i|i s. Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Lee Morse. charged from the hospital.
cation.
Mi and Mrs. Albert Cables, Mr. and
•lis .John M Richardson of M Frank Gregory Mrs. Sherman
Members of the Browne Club will
R kland was guest Monday o| |l.oi and daughter Alice, Captain
meet
at the First Baptist Church
\Ii Edwin Hall.
Ion Crockett and Mr and Mrs. Fiiday night at 7.30 to attend the
Mi Emily Hall gave a Valen. |(’aii Chaples.
hour ol International Prayer, later
line parly Sunday night honorinf
going to the home of Charles Whit
tin birthday of Edwin Hall ant Mi and Mrs. William Talbot of more, Granite street, for regular
Mrs C E. Gregory. Among th< ,Portland occupied their Talbit ave- meeting.
present were Mrs. Mary Ellen Hal liiue home over the week-end, having
as their guests Friday night, sevwho is 90, Mrs. Ada Hall of!
Edwin Libby Relief Corps had
ton and C. E. Gregory. An appe leral of the officials of the Eastern an all day session Thursday at
ar who were here for the 50th ant the Grand Army hall. Mrs. Beulah
tizing repast was served:
Fred Gregory of Westbrook ant Iniversary of Golden Red Chapter Larrabee and Mrs. Mabel Rich
Friday night.
daughter, Mrs. Arey Tolman
ardson tacked a quilt in the morn
Portland have returned home witl
ing. In the afternoon a success
Mr. Tolman after visiting rela Mr and Mrs. Frank Fuller left ful beano party was held with
tives Mr. Tolman has been en- kesterday for Portland to spend Mrs. Inez Packard as chairman.
gaged in accounting work in th< Ithe remainder of the week with Preceding the business session the
niieir daughter, Mrs. Wyman Foscity.
distributing of bread took place
MLss Ethel Luttrel and Jami ler.
by Mrs. Margaret Rackliff. At the
V kson of Pawtucket. R. I. have
business meeting, with Mrs. Rack
Hdiday specials, childrens end
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Franl
liff presiding, names for suppers
|i*liniments $2.50, adults $3. $4, and
Fuller.
were drawn. An interesting pro
1 i Central Beauty Salon. Tel. 14045.
gram was presented by Mrs. Lizzie
The crust of the earth need mov^ -adv
French: Reading, “Washington"
but one sixteen-hundredth of
Spencer Foundation Garments in by Mrs. Mae Cross; “Lincoln” by
inch to be felt.
dividually designed; supports for Mrs. Maude Cables; “History of
jill needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs. Grant” by Mrs .Inez Packard;
Iona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. “History of Lincoln” by Mrs.
L’-M-adv.
10*21 French; “Saying of Lincoln” by
Mrs. Doris Ames. The program
closed
by the assembly singing
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
“
America
”. Mrs. Mae Cross will be
Second floor, 16 School street, Odd
chairman
of the next supper; Mrs.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Doats and Cloth Coats, at moderate Ada Payson of the next beano
prices.
8-tI party.

END IT!

A Great Aiattreii

v.’

Value!

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLYI
Special Sale of

KIPPY KARNIVAL KOMING

Eu.ope isn't so war-weary but
that it can still enjoy a good joke.
A recent popular one concerns
Miss Mary Browne and Mrs. Esther Rogers
Adolf Hitler who after feverishly
i studying a map cf the English
Arms for the Love of America...............Vivien Hussey channel, asked his secretary to
Kathleen Blackman, Dorothy Goodnow, Richard hive a spiritual medium put him
Simmons, Harland Rollins, Hawley Brannan, Dick -n touch with the spirit of Moses.
I ‘I am Der Fuehrer of Germany."
Calder, Bobby Coffey, Dick Achorn
announced Hitler after communiAccordian Solo................................ Beverly Glendenning caticn was established. “I want
You’re a Sap, Mister Jap.................... Vina Delmonico,'
how you made the waters
Vittrice Hays’? of the Red Sea part and faU back ”
“I struck them with my rod."
Military Tap................................................. Gloria Ristaino
came from Mose’s spirit.
"Where is that rod now?"
Maxine Skinner, Virginia McCaslin
Moses
chuckled.
We Did It Before............................................... Elsie Norton j
“In the British Museum!”
Novelty Number................................... Margaret Johnson
Beverly Havener, Leona Flanders,
Ski troopers are training and will
Margery Mills, Gloria Mills be ready to fight if needed in the
North countries.
We’re All Americans........................................... Joan Hunt
• • • •
Military Miss................................................. Beverly Cogan
By the end of 1942, 15,000,003

Under Supervision of Miss Elizabeth Rackley,

4.

Super Specialty.............................................. .............. Seniors
Taps Taps Taps.................................................... Alan Wilkie

Solo............................................................................. Jane i*erry
Military Drill...................................•• . . Chorus of Twenty
Trumpeter................................................. Dudley Harvey I
13.

Star Spangled Banner.......................... Entire Audience

Mrs. Linwood T. Rogers of Fort
Fairfield. the former Polly McLoon
of Rockland, is now the society
reporter in Fort Fairfield for the
Bangor Daily News and is also engaged in war work.

Mrs. Ralph B. Feyler is a
tient at the Maine Eye and
Infirmary, Portland.

Methebesec Club will meet Fri
day, in the Tower Room. Com
munity Building. Hostesses, Rita
Holden, Mary Smith. Laura Maxey,
Anna Nelson, Mary Rich and Cora
Perry. Miss Mabel Spring: will
give a travelogue with pictures
across Italy through the Alps.
Miss Annie Frost will give reminescences of her trip to Italy.
Miss Katherine Veazie, Shaw
avenue, will entertain Tonian
Circle Wednesday night.

John H. McLoon was in Port
land over the week-end, visiting
his son, William who is a patient
in a Portland hospital.

WEDNESDAY AND

>:WS
A Regular $34.95 Value
Now—

•••:: .••• .-AS

America are as much
r Liberty as are those
lining for the guardianlamps throughout our

America's Newspapers
ds and thoughts of
leople, just so long will
be free. Your news-rty—it is prepared to
d it.

-SQUARE

Genuine RED CRO§S
Mattress with all the
fine features of the
Highest priced RED
CROSS Mattresses.

Everlock hinged Pre
mier steel wire innerspring
unit.
Uphol
stered with sisal and
pure white cotton felt.

Lloyd CORRIGAN

in the fact that horses and mules

POST, JR.
PAUL KELLY

WM.

TODAY

OTHER INNER SPRING MATTRESSES
$15.95 and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

with
MCNA BARRIE, BILLY LEE

“SON OF FURY”
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney

'Gtfcanib
U
ROCKLAND

Every Friday Night
COUNTRY
STORE'

SAT. NIGHT, II P. M. Sharp
Doors Open 10.30 P. M.

GRAND PRIZE OF A

MIDNIGHT SHOW

SMALL RADIO

“Louisiana Purchase
with BOB HOPE
All Seats 50 Cents

will be used again.

• • • •Yes, it’s all too true as has been
said, "A gcod word is an easy obli
gation", but not to speak ill requires
only silence which cost nothing
except wisdom.

••••

Plus PICTURE PEOPLE

match

others’ preperty or life.

bills. Now retribution may be found

‘•Main Street on Parade”

to

1 not wish tc destroy or hurt or injure

William FRAWLEY

Also On the Same Program

BOX
SPRINGS

Everyone loves the spirit of youth
to continue with proper dignity in
the old; and he likes to find enough
cj tlie thinking mind displayed in
the youth Of today—minds that do

Mitchell Ilopbum, On 'ari >'? not
head, has chosen the wrong time to
take his fling at the American Ili.’.y.
No matter hew serious the situation,
j Mrs. William Clement
enter- this is a time for sugar and not
'tained a group of friends at her vinegar.
• * **
jhome in South Thcmaston Sunday
night. In the group were Dr. and
Marion E. Martin, assistant chair
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. Mrs. Bernice man of the Republican National
Havener, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Look, Ccmmittee, Ls out on a five weeks'
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs, Mr. speaking and conference trip, going
and: Mrs. Louis B. Cook, all of as far as the Pacific Coast with
Roekland, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed- many engagements in Washington
ward Prescott and Mr. and1 Mrs. and Oregon.
Austin E. Rankin of Camden.
• • • •
Thus far 80,00 persons have regis
Friday night when Mary Egan tered in Maine alone for Civilian
stopped in to see her sister, Mrs. Defense. This country must be as
Margaret Tripp. Beech street she one in this greatest time of need.
was greatly surprised to find a
• • • •
group of friends waiting there to
Abraham Linctln knew how to
help celebrate her birthday. An
give a hint. Irritated by the inac
enjoyable evening was spent at
tion of Gen. George B. McClellan
games, and refreshments were
who In 1862 was in command of the
served. The invited guests were;
Union forces, the President sent
Barbara Murray, Ione. Louraine. him this note: “My dear McClellan;
Harriet Wooster, Kathleen Chase,
If you den’t want to use the Army
Mary Cress, Nathalie Edwards,
I should like to borrow it for a
Bernice Havener, Virginia Nelson.
while. Yours respectfully, A Lincoln.”
Margaret MacMillan, Verona and
• • • •
Charlotte Murphy, Charlotte and
Really, world travelers in times
Priscilla Staples.
past were fortunate to have seen
the many beauties of all lands while
The First Aid Class taught by
they were still intact. Gcodness
Mrs. Adah Roberts was entertained
knows when sanity will come again
at the home of Mrs. Samuel Small
• • * •
Saturday night. A social evening
Chins up! Not everyone who has
was enjoyed and Mrs. Roberts was
ability is a success. It takes train
presented with a gift from the
ing and cne needs a full experience
class.
in seme line cf adventure to be
most effective in these times of dire
Mrs. Fred Gage is a surgical pa need for best accomplishment. This
tient at Knox Hospital.
is the rush hour of life. In condi
tions like these, one must not think
cf time as days or months but as
Eternity and of earth as a station
at which the soul tarries a while
on its journey to greater heights.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
• • • •
Two Big Features
Did you knew that surgeons are
making use of pectin in the treat
ment cf wtunds? And they find
great healing possibilities with this
easy treatment.
• • • •
The fact is that food from 70.033CCO acres was needed to feed the
horses and mules cf this country
at cn time. Possibly this is one
reason for the need of farm-loan
P«09y MORAN

Truman BRADLEY

We strongly urge you to buy the RED CROSS Lazy
Luxury" Box Spring, also at the same special price
os the mattress

313 MAIN STREET,

;

Chapin Class will be entertained j
tonight at the home of Mrs. Al
phonse Russell.
j, ..
i
1

JiuxM/Uf"

Re-enforced
^rebuilt
edge, prevents edges
from breaking down,
adds extra long life to .
the mattress.

workers will be engaged in war pro
duction having received the proper
vocational training in the numerous
trade schbols ever the country.
wi probably all
' pretty late but they*ywill
use their expert
have chance to use
[help when most needed.
• • • •

Admission 11c
2.30 P. M.
Friday night the Karnival will ehestra.
Frem beginning to end it is happy
reach its climax with the annual
excitement and hard work for both
ball.
Members of the clean-up faculty and students, but everyone
committee will go to work as soon agrees it is well werth-while—ex
as the afternoon session is over and cept perhaps the unfortunate mem
clear the gym floor fcr the light bers of the clean-up committee
feet that will later dance to the! whose work only begins “after the
rhythm, of Lloyd Rafnell’s or- i ball is over.”

i

\5

Togue are “biting” in Maine if
fishermen get out on the lakes and
fish for them.
• • • •

Produced by Dorothy Peterson and Josephine Buckminster

MATTRESSES

-w

This And That

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

By K. S. F.

KIPPY KARNIVAL PROGRAM
V For Victory

THURSDAY

"•Hopf

I

With the ‘ big days” drawing which is to be given Friday afternearer there is plenty cf excitement noon agree that it will be one of
and hard work going cn at the the fine5t Prc«rams ever Put <n
,
In keeping with the general theme
High School. Meet students are .
*•
__ .
cf the Karnival, the interesting and
fin ..ing k hard to concentrate on ^appy numbers are all built around
their studies with all the gay plans patriotic songs.
being executed to make this year’s The following pregram will cerKarnival the best yet.
j tainly convince any doubters that
Those who have locked in on the the show is well werth seeing, if
rehearsals for the entertainment cnly fop its patriotic value.

RED + CROSS

•.• ...<
■•• ■•
-
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GIVEN AWAY
FRIDAY, MARCH 6

One of this country's most gra
cious war workers is that much re
spected and beloved first lady when
Calvin Coolidge was in the White
House, Mrs. Grace Goadhue Cool
idge. She works as she lives, with
that freedom from criticism which
is to be commended.
• • • •
Too many farmers who ga into
the chicken business fail to see«that
they are provided with enough
water. One hundred hens will drink
about five gallons of water each day
if given the chance and if they are
not, fewer eggs will result.

—By S'aff PhotograDher.
N< body in Kncx and adjoining counties who attends, Grange meetings
will fail to recognize the genial countenance shown in the above picture
as its owner was “snapped” unawares last Saturday while listening to the
Thorndike fcrum. A lifelong resident of this city he has had in its busi
ness, political and fraternal affairs, with particular reference to Pomona
Grange.

the book, “Tobacco and Health.”
Mrs. Susie Lamb gave a “Five
Pointed on Cigaret Snicking.”
Presented At Friday’s W. C. — Firct, a fact to tie to your
T. U. Meeting—What Cig throat. Smoking cigarets is a
habit; second, a fact to tie
arette Smoking Means i selfish
to your first finger; smoking cigaThe W.C.T.U. was entertained rets is an expensive habit; third, a
Friday afternoon by Mrs. Etta fact to lie to your middle finger,
smoking is a useless habit; fourth
Stoddard It was reported that $10
a fact to tie to your third finger,
had been paid to the Red Cross , the smoking of cigarets Ls a dan
fund, and a collection of $22.50 was gerous habit; fifth, a fact tc tie to
taken for the work of the Christian your little finger, smoking is an un
Civic League at the meeting in Jan attractive habit.”
uary when Rev. Frederick Smith
Miss Florence Hastings gave some
showed his picture “Fight the Good interesting facts on “Race Deterior
Fight.” It was voted to purchase a ation caused by Alcohrl and To
$5 Health Bond. A letter frem the bacco.”
State president, Augusta Christie,
The place and program for the
called upon all W.C.T.U. members March meeting will be given in the
tc help in the work of Civilian De press.
fense and the Red Cross and so
far as possible .support the Govern
Mrs. John Stein gave a surprise
ment by buying Defense Bonds and birthday party Thursday at heT
Stamps. It was announced that home. Pleasant street in honor of
Miss Regina Mrede, Field Secre- Mrs. Amos Johnsen. Refreshments
Irdy for the National W.C.T.U. were served including a beautiful
would be the Ctunty Convention ly decorated birthday cake. Mrs.
speaker.
Johnson was presented with a
A very interesting and instructive lovely gift. Those present were:
program on Narcotics, prepared by i Mrs. Edward Grindle. Mrs. Charles
Miss Ada Young, was piesented by Fairweather. Mrs. Carl Kiskila and
Mrs. Susie Lamb.
Leon Whitham.
Mrs. Clara Emery gave quotations
------frem an editorial appearing in the
a surprise party was held ThursLos Angeles Times of Oct. 26 day for Walter Sukeforth at the
(World's Temperance Sunday) in home of Ralph Billings and his
which they stressed the need and j friends. William Butman. Clayton
importance of Temperance study, witham, Walter Regers, Joe Bill
citing figures for the great economic} ings, Jean Harmon. Jim Pease,
losses in the country due to the Duck Drake. Otto Erranson, Freeconsumpticn cf Alcoholic liquors, | land Huntley end Arnold Mcwhich is estimated at $4,000,000,00 Conchie. Mr. Sukeforth was preannually besides the less of earning ggnted with a lovely gift, and a
power at $20,000,000,000 and crime cake by Mrs. Ralph Billings,
cost at $15.000 000,000 .
“What it boils down to is that in
Mrs. E.nily Stevens, assisted by
a crisis which we all admit and pro Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, will enter
claim iequires and will require cur tain the Diligent Dames at her Tal
utmost of ability, effort, eccncmy bot avenue home Thursday after
and sacrifice of non essentials, we noon.
are literally pouring into the sewer
The members of the First Baptist
more than its equivalent in ccst and
Church
gave a birthday party to
getting nothing in return, unless
Ralph
Stickney,
who was celebrat
imaginary pirk elephants are some
ing
his
57th
birthday
last night, as
thing. In the long list of mistakes
well
as
his
23d
year
as
sexton of the
wihich mar the execution of our Defense Program there Is surely none .church. The affair was held in the
deserving a higher place than this.” church vestry with a program, fol
Mrs. Kate Brawn read extracts lowed by games and refreshments.
from the aiticle in the December Mr. Stickney was presented with a
Readers’ Digest, by Gene Tunney, gift cf money from the congrega
now in charge of Navy Physical tion and a birthday cake.
training and athletics. “Nicotine
SOUTH THOMASTON
knock out. or the Slew Count,” thLs
article has been widely read and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dennison
commented, upon, especially in the entertained Mr. and Mrs. W. G. SalHigh Schools and Colleges.
linen Thursday night.
Mrs Etta Stcddard gave some in Chester Allen and mother, Mrs.
teresting “Facts About Smoking’ Lorena Allen whese house was
taken from experiments as given in burnecj recently, are occupying the
Dana Gilmore residence.

Narcotic Program

CRMDEN
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9

Sukeforth-Murray
Ceremony At Catholic Church
This Morning—Reception
At Bride’s Home
Miss Mary Barbara Murray,
laughter cf Mrs. Emily Murray of
7amden street and the late Nicho'as T. Murray, was married to Waler Roy Sukeforth. son cf Mrs. Jen
nie Staples cf Crescent street, at St.
Bernard’s Catholic Church nt 9
o’clock this merning. Rev. Fr.
John A. Cummings performed the
■ingle ring service.
Mrs. Jane Foley played organ seections preceding the ceremcny and
endered the solo, Domini Non Sum
Dignus during the ceremony.
The couple were attended by
Robeit Chisholm as best man and
Miss Sylvia Hayes as maid cf honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Ione Lcuralne and Miss Agnes Johnson. Ar
thur Schofield and Herbert R. Linnell acted as ushers.
The bride wore a period style
gown of ivory satin, with long tight
fitting sleeves, bouffant skirt and
train. The fingertip veil was held
in place with a coronet of orange
blossoms. She carried a shower
bouquet.
The bridesmaids were identical
gowns of watered taffeta with
sweetheart neckline and full skirts.
Miss Louraine's gown was of pink
and Miss Johnson’s of blue. Both
wore silver Juliet caps and carried
arm bouquets cf pink and lavender
sweet peas.
The maid of honor wore a gown of
pink and blue taffeta with a full
skirt and sweetheart neckline and
were a silver Juliet cap. She varriecl an arm bouquet of mixed sweet
peas.
The bride’s mother were a gown
of victory blue crepe and a corsage
of red rcses. Tlie groom’s mother
was unable to attend the wedding
due to illness.
A reception was held at the home
of the bride on Camden street.
Those assisting in receiving were the
bride’s mother and the bride’s aunt,
Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton. Miss Natha
lie Edwards, Mris Victcria Anastasia
and Mrs. Barbara Post served. Miss
Ruth Packard was in charge of the
guest book.
The couple received in front of a
bower of evergreens, trcpical plants,
Florida mess, pink and white roses
and calla lilies. Tlie table was at
tractively decorated in silver and
white with a white candelabra and

white bell suspended from the ceil
ing. The three tier bridal cake bore
two silk American flags cn either
side.
Following the reception, they left
cn a wedding trip to an announced
destination.
The bride’s dress was of powder
blue wool with hat and sport coat
to match. She had Navy blue acces
sories and a corsage of roses.
The couple will be at home at 726
Middle street, in Bath, after
March 1.
Both the bride and groom are
graduates of Rcckland High Schocl,
the bride in 1940 and the groom in
1938. The grocin is employed as an
erector at the plant of the Iron
Werks.

Vocational Classes
Are Beinq Held Renularly
For the Girls of the
N. Y. A.
Under the special unit di vis on
home econom es, cf the State Board
of Education, classes have been held
regularly for the girls of the N.Y.A,.

meeting Saturday in the Community
Building frem 8 a. m. until 5 p m.
During January and February th”
members have made corduroy
jerkins, aprons, woolen scarfs, cur
tain pulls, purses, craft jewelry, caps,
blouses, <ind hand-hooked chair
mats. They are now at work tn
blouses and collar and cuff seta, and
are planning also to remodel cloth
ing for Spring.
Outstanding w’ork was accom
plished by Mildred Ferrin, who applicqued an apron in Mexican des gn; and 8irri Johnson, who com
i Plans are being made to collect pleted her hooked chair mat, and
other well made articles.
paper here for the Red Cross.
Girls to be commended for the
The Soup Club met last Tuesday
at Mrs. Ruby Makinen's.

The after- making of craft jewelry are Helene

no:n was spent in knitting and Carnes, Eunice Brocks and Jeanette
Carter.
sewing.
Mrs. Elizabeth Haraden has given
Floyd Rackliffe is recovering from
NOW. BARGAIN DAY. 2 5c
valuable
aid in the cutting, fitting
a severe attact of tonstlitis.
New and Sizzling
and
inspection
of work, and Mrs.
|
Fifteen
members
of
the
chemical
LIJPE VELEZ in
warfare class, Carl P.per, instructor, Anne Snow, oresident of our N Y A.
‘HONOLULU LU”
completed their course last Tues committee has also been in, giving
Plus
valuable advice and inspecting the
day.
,
Sonja Henie, Don Ameche
I Adward Allen is cn vacation frem work, which she found creditable.
“ONE IN A MILLION”
Helen Hyde Carlson,
his duties at the Home Bakery and
Instructor.
is meanwhile serving on the jury.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
A recent card party held at the
BING
MARY Grange hall netted $15 for the Red
KNOX HOSPITAL CAPPING
CROSBY
MARTIN
Inadvertently the names of the
Cross.
j Mrs. Madeline Maloney and Mrs. five attractive woung wcmen who re
“BIRTH OF THE BLUES
Mary Burgess entertained the Beano ceived their caps at the ceremony
CAROLYN LEE
with ROCHESTER
Gang Wednesday at the former’s! for that event Wednesday last were
Songs
Comedy
Romance
home. Mrs. Lucie Allen received a! omitted from the article. Tlie recipl“FUN ON ROLLERS’’ NEWS
gift and a decorated cake in obser ents .were Miss Patricia Merrill and
vance cf her birthday. Mrs Arlene Miss Edith Atwell, both of Pittsfield;
Special School Matinee Wed. LOG
Hopkins won high score at beano, Miss Dorothy Keller, of West Rock
and Mrs. Annie Dennison was port; Miss Erma Hoyle, cf Monarda;
Coming: “Mr. and Mrs. North” awarded the travel prize. A light and Miss Mar.e Brown, of Bangor.
K. S. F.
repast was served.
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3

6very-Other-Day
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WASHINCTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Feb. 14—The enor
mous expenditures for war requires
cutting dovn non-military expen
ditures. Many letters come in
asking that I support legislation
foi these appropriations for very
desirable purposes which are
threatened because of the need
to divert all possible funds to de
fense. Each instance will have to
be considered on its merits to sec
if it ls necessary’ that it must go
on even in the war emergency.
Prof. Huntington of Yale Uni
versity’ has written to ask contin
ued appropriation of a million dol
lars a year for an Exchange Schol
arship program in the Western
Hemisphere.
This includes ex
change of students between Ameri
can countries, each to live for a
month in one of the other coun
tries. In these times when the
solidarity of the Americas is so
essential I like to see a friendly
program continued, but the time
comes when every Nation must
cut down to the bone on what will
produce weapons and train the
men and women to produce and
use them. I think we are approach
ing that time now.
Many letters come from educa
tional representatives in Maine
asking that the National Youth
Administration aid to students be
continued.
W
J. Wilkinson.
Chairman of State College Work
Council writes to urge continued
N.Y.A. funds for college.
The
accelerated program being adop
ted throughout the State means
that school goes on 13 months a
year to hasten completion of
courses. Students who used to
count on Summer employment to
pay their tuition and other col

lege expenses cannot do this any
more.
The Council met in Portland Jan.
24 and adopted a resolution stat
ing the need for the N.Y.A. help
and urging that Congress continue
work program for dependent and
needy students, expanding and ad
justing the N.Y.A. to permit help
for students in the accelerated
program.
The resolution also
recommends that this program re
main under N.YA. as at present
constituted.
The Council includes represen
tatives from Bates, Colby. Nasson,
Portland Junior, Westbrook Junior,
Portland School of Pine and Ap
plied Art, Gorham State Normal,
Farmington State Normal. The
action of the Council was approved
by the University of Maine, Ricker
Junior, Washington State Normal.
I have passed this on to proper
official^
A proposal has been received
that N.Y.A. permit senior manual
art boys who are of cutstanding
ability to study machine work in
the afternoon arid evening from
now until June so that they would
be ready to enter a defense in
dustry then.
It has also been suggested that
the boys in High School wood
working shop'* 'be permitted to
make stretchers splints and other
articles which would be of value
to the ccuntry in war time. The
shcps are filled with valuable ma
chinery. The boys are learning to
make things and they might as
well include items which could be

of defense value, the writer says.
N.Y.A has helped in the train
ing of teachers and helped those
students who might not be able

to take the course without finan
cial aid, one Normal School Prin
cipal writes. There is a serious
shortage of teachers which is a
threat to the coming generation
of boys and girls, a serious thing in
a democracy, he says.
The Coast Guard headquarters
here has promised to do every
thing it can to make it convenient
for motor boat owners to get the
necessary identification cards nowrequired by the Government.
Charles S. Turner, chairman of
the Selectmen of Isle au Haut,
wrote that photographs and fin
gerprints of all motor boat owners
are now required by the Coast
Guard, and that fishermen in his
section find it very difficult to go
all the way to Rockland or South
west Harbor, the two places now
designated for their personal ap
pearance.
The Coast Guard headquarters
says that the entire Maine coast
is in a Defensive Sea Area which
must be protected, and that Coast
Guard must be assured that op
erators of all motor boats are
legitimate. The policy of the
Coast Guard, however, is to cause
as little inconvenience as possible
in putting this card system into
effect. A boat may be designated
to go along the coast stopping at
convenient ports at which boat
owners may obtain their cards.
The Coast Guard says it has asked
the Captain of the Port of Boston
to tell interested persons just how
to proceed. This Captain is in
charge of the Coast of Maine and
inquiries, petitions and sugges
tions may be sent to him.
• • • •
I have received a comprehensive
reply from the Wage-Hour Divi
sion of the U. S. Department of
Labor in reply to a question
whether Farmers Mutual Insur
ance Companies and their em
ployes are covered by the Fair

25 YEARS AGO
• ••••••

• •

• • • • •

A review from The Courier-Gaietto of happenings which interested

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917.
quirements of his degree at Har’ vard College.
j Capt. F. G. French shot himself
accidentally while cleaning a re
volver. and for a time was in a
dangerous condition.
Labor Standards Act. This is the
George M. Duncan died at his
Act popularly known as the Wagehome on Camden street, aged 84
Hour Law.
years.
The Wage-Hour Administrator.
Robins were being reported.
Thomas W. Holland says that the
Joseph W. Robinson was elected
Act covers only interstate com
treasurer
of the Y.M.C.A. and
merce or firms whose business af
Percy
L.
Roberts
recording secre
fects interstate commerce. The
Administrator has no authority to tary.
The Willoughby will case ended
exclude anybody from the cover
in
favor of Miss Carrie A. Barnard.
age of the Act. The Division has
Rockland
High School was lead
been receiving many inquiries
ing
the
Knox
County Basketball
about Farmers Mutual Insurance
League,
having
won five straight
Companies. There isn’t any stock
games.
answer because it depends on
The new Episcopal Choir of 14
whether the business of the firm
voices,
with Mrs. Ada Blackington I
is really intra-State, or whether
as
leader
and Miss Marion Decrow ,
it has an inter-state character.
The Division is going to get out as organist, made its debut.
Fire badly damaged half of the j
very soon a statement outlining
the opinion of the Division’s legal double tenements on Spring street
counsel as to the application of occupied by James Dondis.
The Country Club's new home
the law to Farmers Mutual in
on Maverick street was opened
surance companies.
• • • •
with a reception. The committee
A letter has come from M. J. in charge comprised Mrs. Charles
Harriman, of Readfield. member H Berry. Miss Mary Hitchcock,
of the Grange Executive Commit- ! Miss Martha Cobb, H. Nelson Me- i
tee, enclosing a copy of resolutions Dougall, Fred R. Spear and Wil
adopted at the recent Lecturers’ liam W. Spear.
conference in Augusta. The resolu
Mrs. Freeman C. Handley died
tions asked deferment of essential at the age of 77.
Mrs. Richard C. Hall died sud- ,
farm labor from draft I have
passed this cn to Gen. Lewis B. denly at her home on South Main
Hershey of the Selective Service street aged 61 years.
Harry P. Cha#e sold his shoe re
System, saying how necessary it
pairing business at the Southend
Ls to keep up our food supply.
Mary (Hanrahan) Sullivan died
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Liberale Paladino, aged 67 years.
Milton H. Bird finished the re-

of Warren and Annie R. Brown
to E. H. & O. L. Hatch.
Frank C. Knight completed 40 of Rockland.
Thomaston. Feb. 5. Earl C.
years of custom tailoring in the
same store and 45 years in the Ccates of Thomaston afid Belen A.
Simmons of Friendship.
same business.
John A. Alfred S. and Fred C.
Camden. 10, Henry 8. Beverage
Black bought from Hiram Berry and Iris Blackington.
Snow his half interest in Berry
Rockland. Feb. 10. Ira P. Hamb
lin and Gladys V. Ross, both of
block.
• • • •
Stonington.
The following births were re
Washington.
Feb.
10,
Roy
corded:
Cramer of Washington and Gadys
Rockland. Jan. 28- to Mr. and Hall of Union.
Mrs. A. E. Foster, a son.
Friendship, Feb. 9. Albert Jame
Loudville. Jan. 25, to Mr. and son and Bertha Cook.
Mrs. Charles Gifford, a son.
The lime company’s cooper shop
Razorville. Feb. 1. to Mr. and in 'Rockport was burned.
Mrs. Leland Johnston, a son.
A. A. Fuller was elected clerk of
Rockport, Feb. 2, to Mr. and the Appleton Baptist Church.
Mrs. George Shallou of Portland,
W. H. Ingerson was installed as
a son.
prophet of 'Pequot Tribe, I.O.R-M.
Rockport. Feb. 5, to Mr. and at Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Maynard Porter, a daughter.
Leslie D. Ames of Camden was
Appleton, Jan. 31, to Mr. and appointed Justice of the peace.
Mrs. Wallace Griffin, a son, Walter
Ralph G. Whitney was elected
Eugene.
president of the Thomaston High
Warren. Jan. —, to Mr. and Mrs. Schocl Alumni Association.
Maurice Ginn, a daughter.
Oliver Vose died at the home of
Farmington. Feb. 4. to Mr. and i his daughter, Mrs. Walter Currier,
Mrs. Albert K. Gardner, a daugh j ir. Thomaston.
ter. .
Adeline S. Cook, 74, died in
Rockland. Feb. 3, to Mr. and Rockport.
Mrs. Charles Bowen of Isle au
Alton G. Martin sold his AppleHaut. a son.
ten farm to Mrs. Callie H. Fuller.
Rockland. Feb. 12, to Rev. and
Ralph Richards bought a oneMrs. Pliny A. Allen, Jr., a son.
half interest in the Ames grocery
Rockland. Feb. 12, to Mr. and
at Camden.
Mrs. Vernal Chapman, a daughter.
Rockand, Feb. 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
ANSWER TO
Mcsper L. Hall, a son—'George
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Carroll.
Rockland, Feb. 4, to Mr. and
HBansaasroa
Mrs. Lew’is M. Simmons, a son—
Vernon Merrill.
a aaara
Hncara aaa aaaa
Warren. Feb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
aaa aosas aaa
Leon Wotton, a son.
nanBHos an
[PH
Friendship, Feb. 9. to Mr. and
IFIA’DIC
jvtaTHINT
i |NL
Mrs. Charles Wallace, a daughter.
lOiNlE
• • • •
iaT
an
A SIP
The marriages for this period
a1
were:
ssegh
Rockland, Jan. 24, Neil 3. Perry
aassKsaaaa
and MLss Frances H. Paladino.
Rockland. Feb. 7, Leroy Dolham

bhbh

man as
aasas nras
ast; nstfl asaa
a asna

that Will Bring AH the Smart, Thrifty Women Flocking to

COOKING AND COOKS

Imagination and intrusion ha. .
been streamlined all too frequently
in the national cuisine, and tee"n
stomach and health generally ha,?
paid the debt with heavy ucunLook over cook-books and daih
newspapers day after day and read
the concoctions that are built into
fascinating looking dishes that
taste marvelous, and tempt oi?
palates—and then—and then do
■pay? We do!
Far be it from me to suggest a
dr%b old-time bread pudding die:
and lack of interest in tempting
cooking. But sit down at a table
and th nk cut the real needs of an
over-tired stomach, a clear soup jj
good stock, properly ccoked meat
and vegetables and. if wished,
simple dessert. Now what face, the
war-worn, nervous, tired business
man? Let’s look at the daily ••helps"
fcr mother. Medley meat pie stuffnj
peppers with cheese and ginger
corn with onion flavor and several
spices added. Everyone del ghu in
attractive looking food, but
wants bread with frosting and Jelly
and raisins and cherries and nuts fc
on top of it?
What can be betetr or mere .nvit.
ing and appetizing than hot roll
well made and well baked to a crisp
browm and nutty deliciousness? Why
make them into a cake and pudding
combination, especially when the
cost is great and conservation is de
manded in all lines by cur gov.
ernment.
We certainly can save the dime
and quarters and dollars if we try
in our every-day fcr pla n living ana
higher thinking instead of all tco
high living and possibly well ’cu
know the rest of it.
K. S P.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders!

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Clltlei^S

4

Be Wise! Invest Now! Look better ... feel better ...in a SCOTT Fur Coat! Now. with costs of raw skins rising, and shortages
in the market, you can’t afford }to miss these sensational “buys”! Sizes for all! Liberal trade-in allowance on your old fur coat!

AUTHENTIC ADVANCED FUR FASHIONS of NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST FUR ESTABLISHMENT
mtuk
Registered

Mink

Dyed

Blend

Chekiang

Muskrat

Caracul

5
Natural
Grey
Chinese

Natural

Ktdskin

Greatcoat

Skunk
Persian

I*

One-of-a-Kind

Formerly

Silver Fox Jacket

Black Dyed Assembled Persians

Mink Blend Muskrats

Sable Dyed Coneys

Skunk Dyed Opossum
Great Coats

Skunk Dyed Raccoon Great Coats

Beaver Dyed Coneys

Seal Dyed Coneys

Dyed Caracul Lambs
Sable Dyed Russian Weasels
Let-Out Raccoons

Dyed Persian Paws
(Black or Grey)

Dyed Chekiang Caraculs
Mink or Sable Blend Muskrats

Norwegian Blue Dyed Fox
Great Coats

Sable Dyed Squirrels 386

Let-Out Silver Raccoons

Natural Russian Squirrels

'Tipped Skunk Great Coats

Fine Hudson Seal Dyed
Muskrats

Grey Chinese Kidskins

Sable Blend Muskrats

Black Dyed Cross Persian Lambs

$300

Natural Grey Persian

Lambs..................... 700

Black Dyed Persian Lambs

Sheared Beaver ... 696

Natural Skunk Great Coats

Far Eastern Minks . . 600

South American Leopard

(Skin or Skin)

NOW

Issued,
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Established Januar

DEMOLISH!
Tillson Wharf 3

Base—Lari
♦J
Contractor’s crews mJ
the buildings cn Tillson W
jesterday merning and in
ita. ted in on the demoiitJ
structures cnce occv.pir j
Eastern Steamship Ccr.
tho^e new occupied by t! J
vcn to Rcckland Steam ,

pany. The actual “teai.
is not expected to take :|
two weeks.
A crew cf 35 was at v.J
t!ay, with a total cf 250 j
pected to be at werk I
week. Speed will be 11 J
faettr in the entire cont.l
section base is expected :l
pleted within a malti J
months.
j
The contracting firm I
bination cf two Augul
Stewart & Williams. In I
man & Simpson, Inc. wh I
en the contract Jointly I

group of officials to I
work. Earl H. Perkins 1

